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A TRANSCRIPT FROM A TAPED INTERVIE\>1 ~nTH ~1R.S. ELLA SHIFFLETTON 11/13/74
I: That was your relationship with the mission, how did you get to know about
it, were you born there, did you go to school?
M.S.: I was borm there and I went to school there. It was the only place that
you could go to school 'cause when I was growin' up we didn't have no school(high)
in Stanardsville and a ••• the mission school was all the school we had to go to.
And a lot of the children back there in those mouhtaLns •••• it's so far from the
upper Pocosin 'cause they couldn't afford to walk you know in the
and they had no other way to go
I: So you were born there, in what year?
M.S.: I was born there, let's see, I was 74 the 23rd of June now you count
back
I: That was 1900
1>1. S. That's right cause on the 23rd of June I was 74 years old.
I: Before I forget •••• this question h~s been on my mind for a long time ••••
Do you know somebody named Sanderson?
M.S.: Named what?
I.: Sanderson••••now there's a fella ••••• somebody, I forget his first name••
we'll see it once we get up there•• etched his name in the doorway of the mission
and it says •••• " This church went up and down in my lifetime". It 'las
somebody Sanderson••• I just thought that you might be able to remember.
N.S.: Samuels? ( this was the correct name)
I: Samuelson•••••
H.S.: They's the oldest family that vias livin' here in the mountians and•••
the church went up in their lifetime, I'm quite sure of that.
I: 1'Jas the mission kinda like a church sort of thing•••••••were there many
children born there•• ?
M.S.: Oh•••• that mtn. used to be fulla people••••• I was tellin' the other
Ranger(Bonanno) that took me up there the other day that the big rock
church would seat over 100 and nearly every Sunday it would be crowded.
But you see there was a lot of houses in that neighborhood••• all up and
down that hollow(Pocosin) there was lots a houses •••• everywhere in thmse
mtns. there were houses and a••••••••
I: Can you recall some of the names?
M.S.: Well now there's a ~~. Bob Taylor' (not sure on spelling) ••• he's dead
and gone •••• he lived down there in ocosin Hollow•••••• and there's a ~tr.
Harm,on) Taylor••• and r1r. Zach Taylor· •••• and the ?Brooks Taylors house ••
Oh, it's just a lots 'n' lots a people in there •••• Breedens •••• Taylors
not too many Lams. The Lams lived down toward the I'fiddle River on the
Lam r·10untian side Note: The Middle River can apply to many rivers in this area.
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M.S.(cont.): They didn't live around here at the Pocosin Mission. And the
first preachers to serve there was Mr. Paul and P~. Bob !hite and Mr. Green.
They was the first preachin' ministers that we ever had in the mtns •••••
and the first ?bishob work we ever had viaS Hrs. Clarence G<OOeIDOO Towles
and Ers. f>1ary Towles was the assistant••• they lived in that little log cabin there
were we've been before up there where we've been to church. And all the •• a••
church we had when I was born up there was ••• we had the church and the
schoolhouse together. We had school in the church•• a••both of em were the
same purpose you know••••••preachin' and we had school in it. There's lots a
times that church would be just full and they'd have revivals•••• like they
have now and people back in the hollovls they'd '::ork hard they didn't have no
income cept for workin' ••••••They made there a li~in' that a way and they
made? stave wood. They had a stave mill in the mtns. and that's \'lhere they
\'lOrked at to make their living.
I: stave mill?
M. S.: Stave mill, \'lhere you make your staves that you make barrels out of
and •• a••• you could see that there wasn't no lazy men around••• they 'orked••
a ••• or they starved. They farmed their fields •• and they maked•• a •• the other
Rar.ger wanted to know what those big rock piles were for. Well, I said,
"They had to pile their rocks so they could plant their corn and then they••
a •• made their food \-lhere in the fall of the year, "lasn't anybody had a
bakery•• they was too poor to have bakeries.
And•• a•• they'd dig holes••• they'd have their turnips,and they'd have their
cabbage, and they'd have their beans, and the only -lay they could save their
beans in those days \las to make "snaps" out of them. I don't knmv whether you
all ever seen a "snap", but they let 'em get real full ••• ????? •• And they'd
pick them and string them up on strings and hang them to dry and then they'd
••• most everybody'd had a big ? full of snaps the at one time. And then
they'd bury their turnips •• they'd have a turnip hole where they'd bury their tu-
rnips, and they had a llJ6filOO6 fiOOl@ QfiOO€l 00€}§1i6QC009 ee.€lGle OOOOGl~ potato
hole where they'd bury their potatoes. That's the way that they kept their
food from runnin' out. And then they'd always have apples IDee OOROO(!)
around the house. 'Course the orchards is all dead now••• just about everyone
of them. And they'd•• a•• everybody'd make a kettle of apple butter. That's
the sweets they had•• they'd very seldom have anything sweet 'cept apple )u~ter
I: Then the basic reason for the Mission was ,a church,*~ahg8~ewhatof a
hospital, I guess?
M.S. That's right. For years and years I can•••• l guess a•••• Henry
be the first ••• a••• well, I uan't remember when the first preacher came in
there but, I can remember Mr. Breeden••••• but there's years and years they
didn't have no industry in the mtns.
I: Now what about the lower ;ission, was that buil~ before••••• the upper Pocosin
Hission?
i1.S. no, the Upper Pocosin Mission was the only mission that ever been in
the mtns••••• the first mission that's ever been in the mtns., and then a••
••• they built the Lower !1ission. And the people from the Upper Mission
would come down to the Lower Mission for a•• Sunday school and•• school.
They run the school up there about a year or two after they left their
three
M.S.(cont.)little cabin up there but a •••• then finally they had to come
dOvln there... • •• and they had no other way to come but to walk andjust abuot everyone of them did go to scOool.
I: Hmv ..,any years of school did you have there?
M.S.: I had six years of schooling up there and I had•• a•• then I moved down
to the Lower I-lission•••• this lady had her first baby and I came dO\'ln there m
take care of it••• and I stayed down there at that mission for three years
and I went to school dO\'ln there. I went to school nine winters. That was
all the school we had••• was there at the Mission school.
I: :~ere the children of all different ages?
M.S. ~rhazzat?
I: I,ere the children of all different ages that went to school there?
M.S. That's right, and they'd always take the dhildren into the school at
the Mission•••• at five years old. You see if it was really bad, then the
little ones couldn't get to school. The only way in the ~orld they comld gat
to school was to vl~lk, and they had a lcimg \' ay to get there.
I: Then they had to have an older brother to help them along.
I.S.: Oh yes, th~ older ones lould takem, but they'd always take them after
five years. Now Donna was four, the youngest one was four, and after we left
the mtn., and after she's born at Lower Pocosin.. • •• and then Ileft
there and then we a .....lent to Arlington for a year and He moves up here on
the riddle River(note: Mrs. Shifflit seems to refer to the Conway River(PATC)
as the Middle River) And you see they took her so early into school she
graduated at 17 and you see they will always have a year early in school
thata way. If it hadn't a been for the Mission, would never a been no a ••
education in the mtns••• so we can all give 'em credit for that.
I: Did you live right at the ~ission or did you walk to the school too?
M.S. Did I walk to school? Yes indeedie, I walked to school, If I got there••
••• honey, you'd be surprised, ••• do you all know where Roach's ~ffin is at don't
ya?
I: That's down south of Pocosin(thinking about Smith-Roach Gap), isn't it?
M.S.: ~ay on dOvln in Pocosin there•••• you know Ihere the fire trails •• a •••
fireca••• the cabin is up by•• a ~ell now that's a •• you go on thru that old
big field on back that a \'ray(pointing north)way over towards Roach's I·itn.
The kids vralked from Roach's Mtn. to Upper Pocosin for school and they valked
on the other side of the Drive to get to Upper Pocosin for school. I don't
know haw many miles it vas to make it but, they walked••• 'n if it asn't too bad
they were out there every morning•••• 'cause it was the only vay they had to
get any education
I: .Jell did a lot of the kids Ivant the education or Nere they forced into it?
I .S.: No indeedie they wasn't forced into it, I've seen boys come to that school
in evert morning. Some of 'em vias SO poor they c-ouJ.tlJ1 'if. -..aff~rcgloves ••
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M.S.(cont.): their hands 'ould be soo •• cold they'd be cracked open•• might be
blood be comein' out of them. They••• all of them just loved to go to school
•• oh indeed, you have to force children to go to school a "hole lot more
so these days than they did then. School \ as the right thing to them.
I: ':here did you live? Did you live out at the r,lission?
M.S.: I lived at the Mission•• a •• they••• Ilived with my family in the mountians
at that little•• where that little ~abin sets's where we lived, that's where
I's born and raised(refering to Pocosin Cabin-PATC). And after they closed the
Mission up there, they want~l me to come do\'m and take care of the baby, so
I come do\'m and I stayed withthe Mission.
I: So you spent, you said, six years at the Pocosin ~1ission for your school-
ing?
M.S.: Yes, Iwent to school up there six years, then I come down the mission,
Lower Mission, then I went to school down there for three years. All
together•• a•••nine years.
I: Ihy was the Lower Mission built•• a ••
H. S.: \-lhy?
I: Yes, \..hy.
M.S.: ~ell, it got so many more people down there than there was at the Upper
Hission and then•• a •• it vTaS so bad th get in out there when they•• a •• it -,-as
bad you know. And they had nowhere to [;0 then but in horse and buggie, they
didn't hflve any co.r at the Upper I'fission at all. And they didn't have any at J
the Lower Mission for years and years after they moved dom there ••• and a••
but the 1ission was the first people to ever have a car in the mtns, and I
can a••• \1hen they••• they first got a one they vIas so afraid ,-hen they drove of
the mtn., they'd get •• cut dOvm big trees and tie it to the •• behind the cars••
wa•• to hold it back••• they was that scared. You could find trees allover the
foot of the mtn. where they'd•• a •• tied them on the back of the car.
I: -'Thy did the Hission finally just close dOvm?
M.S.: The Upper Mission?
I: ~ell, both of them.
1. S.: l'Jell, I tell you one thing a•• the people all moved out of the mtns.
so, there wasn't•• a •• you know, the Park takin' it and the people all moved
out and there wasn't enough people to run it••• now the only church you
have to go to a is Grace Church in Stanardsvilleo This is the only church
we have to go to. They have a beautiful rock church and rock mossion up
on the Middle River here, I don~t guess you all have seen it yet.. • •••
but a this is our church we go to now (points out a church as we pass thru
Stanardsville)this one right here•••• but, that's why they closed it down
, everybody moved out, but that mtn. was fulla people before the Park came
in there.
I: So, that's the reason that it vIas closed down tho, because of the Park.
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M.S.: Taht's right •••• that's right. You know, people lived good up there
too~ They was kinda poor•• but, they always managed to have clothes to wear
••• and food ••• and there was never a family that was on walfare••• and none of them
ever got no social security either•••• 'cause there wasn't none to be drawed
then. But they lived. And you know one thing about it, they all lived to
be a ripe old age to••• that's right. They walked, they'd walk to the mill,
they carried their groceries in on their back, and they walked clear from
up there where I lived whe~e that cabin is at on Skyline Drive down he~e to
Kinderhook and McMullen(two Piedmont settlements) and get their groceries •
••• and carried it back on their backs •• and they even walked down there and
get their meal and flour and carried it back••• and they all lived to be a
ripe old age. Very seldom did a young person died in those mtns••• as far
as I know.
I: I heard mention earlier abuot a flu ep~demic that, supposedly, hit around
1900 or so••• Did you ever hear about that?
M.S.: Yes, I did. That ViaS v/hen the Horld ltlar I vlas •• that killed a of those
people. vIe had done moved dovm•• a••• ',:e'd already been down at the LO"'er
Mission for quite a while •••• and I was unmarried then, when that a epidemic
k~lled all those people ••• Yes, it killed a lot of people ••••• mind you
everyone that got it died ••••• l had it but ••• l just lived and that was all.
There were quite a few people.
I: lilas it the policy back then for the ladies to have their children at the
Mission or did some of them just have their children at home?
M.S.: They had most all of their children was born at home •• and they was with
midwives. Wery seldom anybody had a doctor.
I: Has there a doctor at the Mission?
1.S.: No, a•• well •• er•••well the lady•• a ••• that ran the Mission she had had
a medical course.
I: What was her name?
M.S.: ~trs.Florence TOwles.
I: ·1rs. Florence Towles?
M.S.: That's right, T_O_W_L_E_S, Towles. And that ••• a•• a •• mossion up there
was named Pocosin Mission because and they had a Post Office that was named
Towles Post Office.
I: Right up in that area also?
M.S.: That's right.
I: Why was it called Pocosin Mission•• a ••was there somebody around with the
last name of Pocosin?
M.S.: Hell, it"s a••• it's a •• it's a bank••••• it's a river••• v.ell, it's not a whole
river either••• or I call it a•••well, it's a hollow they called Pocosin Hol-
low and they named after Pocosin Mission. The 'e's a hollo goes on dOvTI from
the Pocosin Mission•••• and on down towards the Middle River. Maybe you've
been up and down there••• walkin' ••••• a lot of those Rangers has.
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I: Yes.
f1.S.: That's why they called it the Pocosin Mission.
I: \, e've been i'l'alkin' down the••••• vIe vlalked thru the Pocosin Hollm- once.
M.S.: 1ell, that's it.
I: That's where you said that a lot of the cabins were.
M.S.: A•• that's right. There Iere cabins all up and dOvrn that hollow•• that's
where the people lived. You'd onder how they ever lived•••• seein' as how
what it takes these days for a person to live but•••• they lived. I knev' a lots
a times but I can't remember today••• women would come up out a that hollow
and come past our house, bright and early, sometimes the sun wouldn't even
be up up and dm-m the Skyline Drive••• •"Ie called it the" 'Deadenin"
then 'cause it's all cleared up•••• you could look for miles and miles •• it
wasn't nothin' but a bluegrass sod and they'd be goin , in there to dig, for
ginger and ginseng•••••• and they'd come out of there in the evening with a
big bag of ginger and they'd take it home and they'd strip it, and dry it,
take it to the store and sell it, and buy their clothes with it. And another
thing about it, they••• they'd a••• a it was alot of cherry trees and apple
trees back in the mtns. then and they'd dry cherries and pick cherries and
dry 'em, they'd go in and the mtns. and skin a great big piece of bark and
they'd make a••• a thing out of bark•• a••• to dry their cherries on. And
they'd dry apples ••• and that's another way they made their •
They would have to work hard to live I'll tell you that.
I: You mentioned the deadening, I kno v.hat a deadening is but ~ "Jhere
was it in relation to the Mission or the old cabin(Pocosin Cabin(PATC))?
M. S.: I'Jell, the cabin sets just irlhere "~e called the deadenin', all through there
was •• a •• all cleared up. People vould bring cows up there every summer from
allover: Harrisonburg, Shenandoa , 'n everyvlhere, to graze. That place 'd
be fulla cows and a•• they'd come up there in the fall of the year and carry
them back to home and a•• then they'd bring them back in the spring again,
but that's what we called a deadenin' right out that Drive, and you could see
for miles and miles, 'course it's all grovm up now. l:Je used to have a ••
so many good, I reckon you know what pure "later you have up there to drink
and, they used to have all kinds of springs up there qnd and every spring had
a neme. One of them vlaS Green Spring, one as ?~\ \c:..... Spring,~ ? Spring,
?Q~~~fSpring, one was Spring, and one was Cool Spring, they had a name
for every spring. And I don't know whether you've been uo all of them or not
but, they're beautiful springs. They had eat big•••• ah, vater just gushin'
out of there••••••••• real good cold water.
I: There's one right at Pocosin Cabin, right nO'll, you knm-l the cabin that's
there •••••••• there's a spr ng right behind that one.
i1. S.: Right behind the lITabin?
I: Yes, do you remember what the name of that one was called before?
H.S.: I'Jell, I don't a •• I don't knm;r 1I1hat you called that because when the Miss"ion
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B. S. (cont. ): ~'1as out they had to c-atry their water from the Samuels ,) Spring.
Maybe that's the spring, 'cause they had to carry waner from over there at
~tr. Samuels'. That las the first family••••• you know that the church was
built there in their time•••••• it was • ?Zeke Samuels? and i~s. Anne
Samuels that was the name of the couple.
I: And where did they live in relation to the Mission?
M.S.: Oh t they lived •• a •• it was right there in sight(of the Upper Mission)
it was about as f~r as that cabin there (about 100 yards) •••• and they •• a .•
the old lady, as lomg as she las able to do it, she always cleaned our church.
She cleaned the little school house which ~e had people and then
when they built the Rock church she cleaned that. She didn't live too long
after the Rock Church vlaS built [note: Irs. Shifflett refers to the Rock
Church as the only stone structure we can see at Pocosin today].
I: Hho actually bliilt the Hission?
M.S.: Oh, that Mission up there [note: outside of the Park there is another
mission which is labeled as the Lower Pocosin lission on the Sept. 73 ed.
of the PATC #10 map. ~~s. Shiffktt sometimes refers to the Lower Mission
but, for the most part, this interview deals with the Upper Mission(not
actually marked on the PATC map)]
I: Yes.
!.•S.: ! • Billy Graves
I: Hr. Billy Graves?
M.S.: A huh, he was a rock mason, you know. He built it.
I: And it was built definately as a mission, they didn't convert it , maybe from
somebody's home or something like that. ~Ir. Graves built it to be a mmssion.
M.S.: He built the Rock Church after the Mission had been closed up there.
And it wqs a lot of people in the Park,as I say then and a •• they a •• a •• I
guess he decided he was gonna build a••• a rock church up there cause
they didn't know if the a •• Park would take all the people out•••• and there was
this beautiful place there for it then•••• all cleared and everything. Do he went
ahead ffi1d had the Rock Church built about •• a•• it wasn't but a fe years
before all the people moved out tnt the Park and so they tore the Rock Church
dovm••••but I thlllic it was a terrible,big mistake.
I: O.K., I think I'm a little confused here, the Upper Mission•••• and the Rock
l-1ission. ~'Jhich one is the Rock -1ission.
!4. S. : M.S.: The Rock ~Gssion is down on cliddle River, they sold that.
rock church to but•• a •• the Rock Church was built •• a••but it ~as
Pocosin iission••• but still then he built the Rock Church(built




I: O.K., So the one that we~re going to visit today••••••• (Upper Pocosin Mission)
M.S.: Is Pocosin Mission, is Upper Pocosin ~nssion.
I: And the Rock Mis$ion is on the f.1iddle River?
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M.S.: That's right.
I: Where is the Middle River? I don't think that I've ever heard of it.
M.S.: Well, you just left•••when you's at
•••• that store.
I: Oh, O.K. that's •••••
Dean's store(near Kinderhook)
~1.S.: ~Jell, you coulda turned around there at Dean's store and in
about 5 minutes you coulda been up there ••• to the Rock Mission. (PATC map
#9 shows a Middle River Chapel along the Conway River on Va. county road
667 about 2 miles above Kinderhook, Va. indicating again that the Con-ray
River may have at one time been called the Middle River------note the Lower
Pocosin Mission on county road 637 2 miles due lest of Kinderhook and away
from the Middle River.)
I: I see, O.K.
I: When she's taL~ing about the Rock Church, I believe that she's talking
about the Pocosin russion.
M.S.: Ya, that's right, they had a rock(building material) church up there
too. They had two rock churches••••• but •• a •• the one on ttiddle River they
naver have tore down yet •• a •• a guy bought that. He bought the Rock Mis •• a.
Church there,the the Rock Mission house, and the Rock Church. He bought it
all. And he got all that •• a••nice building•••• I wish sometime that you all
wIld rode back and see it. A Yll'. Ha;y'Hard Hood owns it now and he got it all
for 15 thousand•••• land and all. Oh, it's a beautiful place.
I: Did f~. Graves supply all the money to build the Church too?
M.S.: No, he just a••• the Diocese of Virginia•••• that and the •• a••••
people give'em charity to, you know, that's •• a •• how the Church was built.
And that's the••• one lady give all the money to the Rock Mission and the
Rock Church•• a •• on the Middle River.
I: Pat, I think that you were going to say something about a rock rr.ission
or something•••• you were going to explain it a little bit more? You said
something about a••• the Rock ~lission was also the••• t10 rock missions.
I think you I- ere confused 'cause we've talking about the the Rock Church
next to the Pocosin Mission that ':lQS built out of rock.
M.S.: Yeah, that's right
I: It has nothing to do with the Rock Mission.
I: Oh, alright
M.S.: That was Pocosin 11ission but, they had a rock church built there, but
this one on the l1iddle River was the Rock (church) 1-1ission•••• that I s what
they call that.
I: So the Diocese of Virginia supplied a lot of money for the Pocosin?
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~.S.: That's ••• and they•• a •• donated a lot of ~oney••• rich people did, they'd
have a thousand dollars give to them, you kno~, for different people 10uld
make a will, you know, out and will so much to the church, the Diocese of
Virginia, and that's why they had all of those churches built in the Mountians.
It was a gift to the Diocese of Virginia in the mountains and then they had
these churches built, and then a lot a•••• they built that mission up there
at a •• Pocosin '·ssion. Ihy, the men in the mountians, they worked so hard,
they went there and they'd•• a •• go and help saw the logs and bring them into
the mill, we had a sawmill up there and they helped do every thig they could
and you see that was just built for nothing you could say hardly. It was
the labor, they didn't have to buy the labor.
I: Is the Diocese of Virginia a particular denomination?
I·i. S.: l!ell, it's the Diocese of Virginia it's •• it's •• it belongs to the Zpiscopal
Church.
I: Ilhat ~lere your services like?
H.S.: Huh?
I: ;That were your services like?
M.S.: Oh, we had Nonderful services, we had•• we •• that church would be full
\ie had ':londerful services and we had 'trlOnderful ministers as lone as Toe had
anyhting goin' on in the mountians. Ithink it a .• one .• sometimes •• a .• but
the people got so they idin't want to come to church like they should ••••
and they don't go to church like they should these days••• they're all.it's
.• a.fall away from the Church some way or another. I's readin' here in the
paper, tain't been just here the other night that if you's in a church in
Russia and there wasn't a thousand people in there you'd be surprised•••
said there might be a thousand people in every church in Russia••• but here
•• 'round here •• there's very seldom anybody goes to church no more. Back
in the mountians tho •• they's a plenty a people and people looked for rard to
goin ' to church and I kno~led people come to that church on Sunday, 'rain, snovT,
pourin' dOi~ and then they'd make it up there and say come on and took
what clothes they had and come on to church, and they had to walk every foot
of it too.
I: Did they stay••• Vlas it an all day affair or••• ?
"·:.S.: No, they'd go• • ,le had a•• in the mountian iie had our service every morniIhg
at 10:30, and then after se vice•• why•• you'd be say•• about ten, eleven people
gathered up and go to••• let's se~ now, if I •• there at my home•• there'd be a
whole big bunch gomck there and they spend the day there and go on home in
the afternoon••• have their dinner with us and never think anything about it.
I: Did you have DUsic in your service?
H. S.: \ve had every•• but the organ but, we had ~londerflitl singers in the mtn.,
you'd be surprised as I's tellin' the Ranger there the other day, I said,
those people Has livin' today and they and they could go on liJ<:e that
and a they could make a fortune •• a •• singin' • They could play any kind
of music ••• we never had nobody playin' no music. They could play banjo, fiddle,
guitar, organ, ••• Mr. Samuels, everyone of her boys,'she 'didn't have no girls
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I .S.(cont.): she didn't have•• she had seven•• eight children•• seven or eight
boys and them boys would go out there at that ussion•• you see they lived
right there at tfie I·:ission••• ,Jent out there and played their organ and sing••
I \'1ished you could hear it. NOvl I •• you 'd•• you 'd•• you 'd be sur-
prised•• and then they had a••• a•• all the entertainment they ever had in there
in the mountians would be a dances in peo~les homes, they'd have a in the fall
of the year they'd have a butter stirrin' and they'd have a whole big crowd a
gathered there to a stir butter which wouldn't come off 'till 'bout twelve,
one o'clock, mind you when you r.lake butter you make about 40 gallons, and a
then some would dance and some would stir butter. Al~ays have plenty aJ
music, plenty of good music ••• hillbilly music •• as I \\raIl it. You knO\! that
hillbilly music's on the•• a •• TV now don't you••• and radio, and things like
that. And •• a •• then they'd have bean stringin's wh0re they'd pick
beans, and they'd have bean stringin's, and then they'd •• a •• have big dances.
That was all the entertainment they had ••• they had no sho~s ••• to go to. The
church and that was all the entertainment they had, and then•• a •• they'd ha~e
bingo parties, things that the church•• a •• some •• about one night a week in•• a.
for the people to go to •••• entertainment fer young ones.
I: You talk about a lot of people, how many are you talkin' about? •• approx.
H. S.: Oh, ••• you mean Iivin' in the mountains?
I: Yeah, like all these people gettin' together for bean stringin' and for
butter churnin' and for •••• goin ' to the church.
M.S.: Oh, ••••• you mean that. Well, I'd tell you, anyvlhere from 50 to 75.
I: Is that right?
4.S.: That's right, you'd be surprised••••••
I: How'd they all fit in?
1.S.: Huh, well, •• you mean fer these•• a•• a•• entertainments and fer these
bean stringin' things?
I: Uh huh.
M.S.: Well, some of them 'ld go in and dance, some of 'em 'ld s~ayed by the
apple butter kettle and •• a •• a•• stir apple butter•• and talk a might and then
the ones that didn't dance could come out and stir and the others go in and
dance. They'd really have a good time•••• once in a while they'd have a fight
••• but not•••• very seldom. It's a wonder they hadn't had more than they did
have••• the more education than vlhat they had in the••• and the \lay they had to
live.
I: And •• and at the church service you'd have many••• ho many people?
M.S.: Oh, I ••• that little church••• that little school house as we call it.
We had to use it for church too until they burnt it ••• built the rock church.
A••• I'd say that little thing 'ld hold ••• oh, around 100 people 'cause 't1as
a real big frame a ••• a •• school house. It ~as school house big enough to
help all of those children into school. And that church ould be full every
night when they had big meet ••• a••• service in the month you'd usually have
service on Friday night and on Sunday•••••now tDat was the time they went to
church. And don't think they wouldn't come out of that hollow and ever~~here
eleven
M.S.:(cont.) fer that church. They loved to go to that church. I'm not
sayin' that 'cause I'm a mountain person, but I lived in them and I kno 1
••• Iknow all about it. I •• a•••• that ••• they•• they••• ahd a•• a •• real kind
heart, and they do anything they could for anybody••• don't care if it was a
stranger or i'1ho it may be ••• ,Thy they was i'lillin' ta help you in every nay
they could. And a ••• you didn't hear tell of such things a happenin' a••••
back in those days when I's a growing up in the mountains ••• of people killin'
each other like they do these days ••••• and a everything that's a happenin!.you
you never heard tell of that. They'd have fights but ••••• to go as far as
killin ' anybody like that••••never.
I: Did the people of Pocosin Hollow very often see the people in some of the
other hollows throughout this area?
M. S.: Did t"lhat?
I: Did the people in Pocosin Hollow ever see the people in the other hollows
throughout this area very much.
M.S.: You mean when they's livin' in there?
I: Uh huh.
M.S.: Oh, yes. They visited each other regular••••• they visited each other
••• they'd come in each others home the day••• and I tell }ou.. it's •• it's the
only reason••• the only ones that had a little money left had a birthday
party. And you •• a•• vThen they had a birthday party they'd call maybe some
firends, and then they'd invite all the people around•• and.a•• they respected
the old people. I can say one thing today•• they really liked to take care of
old people•••• and if they had anything special, old r;eople had to be around
there with them•••• and it was very seldom they ever had a birthday partybut,
when they did •• why••• they's gonna invite ever•• all the neighbors that's
close around to it. And they'd get up ay before day and they'd haul bark
to Elkton from up there at that little cabin there you••• a••• there at the
Upper ~ission. And they'd get up way before day•• I'd say around 1 or 2
o'clock and they'd load the bark before ••• the evening before that and then
they'd carry it over to Elkton to Colver's Tannery. They \:las livin'over
there at Elkton then and they••• they had a tannery there then they hauled
there bark over there, and I just can't remember what they get a load•••••
got a load for it there but, they didn't get very much. And then they'd
they had the stave mill and they'd all have to haul staves over to Elkton
••• to the•••• train, you know, where the train come by and pick up the•••••••
the staves and things to haul them avay. They didn't mind gettin' up way
before the day••••• they didn't pay any attention to that••• l tell 'em. I
go down the~~e to :ll::i'1j,ngt9TIcto visit my children there ,and they say, "t·:om,
you lay in the bed in the morning and rest". I say, "Listen here, you never
gained nothing by layin' in bed if you lay there in the morning there." I
always got up early all my life and,I said, I feel like I want to do it now.
It don't hurt ••• you c ••• you get used to thing like that•••• it don't bother
you a bit to get up early.
I: j'lhat vms the name of the tannery again? •• Colver's
H.S.: Colver's, they ran a tannery in EDcton there••• I think all of them is
twelve
11. S. (cont. ): dead except one and I think that one is just • There Ivas
Herbert, 'n' Reese, 'n', Herbert 'n', Reese ••• and •• a••• Arthur. They were the
and I thiruc there was another one••• there was four brothers and they
was all millionaires••• and they owned the tannery in Elkton then•••• that's
been closed for quite a few years now.
I: Novl, t,_e men around the Pocosin area vlould get the bark off of the••• v hat.
, the chestnut trees, and the oaks?
V.S.: Would do what?
I: They'd get the bark off of the chestnut trees and the oaks mostly?
l-1. S.: Oh, they'd get the••• get the off 'n the oaks ••• but very seldom they'd cut
a chestnut tree•••• but, in the spring of the year, you know, v!hen the sap'll
drain they'd go in the mountains and they'd peel this bark and they'd go
clear back there at a••• they'd leave ••• sometimes in the ••••••• There••••••••
er.. when the sap got a raisin' in the timber, they I d leaue and th y ~ ouldn' t
come back home,you see, for about a month. They'd go back in to t"e George
~Jashington forest and they'd peel bark back there and have a••• you kno 'J, a
train used to come in there ••• and a ••• they'd peel bark back there and they
~ent and come••• thed sp•• be gone :.some of;them 'd be gone••• some of them 'd
be gone for months at a time•••• if they didn't have any bark to peel in here
and around in these mountains but, most of the time they had a lot of bark
year 'round up on the Drive and and 'round here.
I: :lell, I imagine they needed the chestnut trees more for the nuts than
they did the bark?
1,l.S.: Oh, ••••••• I~hen I ,."laS a child, you could go out and in the fall of the
year and•••••••••••••• and my mother used to make and I don't see any
of 'hem these d~ys••• but it was ••••• an awful risk if you didn't have no trees
•• I could•••• go out •• in back and rake up my apron.... fulla nuts in just a fev!
minutes •• a••• just bushels if you want to stay out there••• you can just pick
up a bushels of 'em. And it was a guy over to Shenandoah made•• named hr.
Jim Breeden••• and he'd come up there ••• here on the Drive just where vTe lived
and he'd a•• he'd pick up these chestnuts and he'd take them over to Shen-
andoah and sell' em for us. lIe'd give us about 10rt/gallon for them. But....
Lord, you could pick up a•••people would pick up bushels of them•• chestnuts
in a little while.
I: Novlhovl did the men a •• hmv did this Hr. Breeden get up here, and hOH did -the
men get the tanbark off. Now, the Drive wasn't here?
M.S.: They had dirt roads•••dirt roads •••• that's Thy they had to go so early,
you know, they bumpin' over the •••• they hauled it over onagons•• no trucks.
Tlagons and mules.
I: But, the Drive wasn't ••• l mean the:e 1asn't a dirt road 1here the Drive
is now was there?
H.S.: No, ••no there Jasn't no road here.
I: But, roads just went over the mountains?
M.S.: That's right •••• that's right. No, the road went right around thru here
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F.S.: (cont.) and it didn't go this "laY at all(the Drive) ••• right over the
Drive there and down in and ar01md Eklton they had a dirt road. That's the
way they hauled all of their stuff••• and they had mules •••very seldom they had
horses ••••• Oh, look at the sno~. I reckon it vas a might cold up here this
morning,wasn't it.
I: It was a little chilly.
H. S.: Now, anothel' thing about it, you didn't ••• you know where the LOvler l';ission
is at?
I: I've seen it on the Map•• but, I'v" never been there.
'--- £.. S.: "ell, no this is right around here is "lhat you call/13 camp.
I: 'Ihat is it #3 camp?
H.S.: 7t~ camp, #1 camp, and #2 camp•••• well nOl we us ••• I used to get dinner,.
and I used to have quite a family••• I had a 5 then••• the youngest one iaan't
born then••• and a ••• down there at Lower Pocosin whole bunch of us •••• they
had ball games up here at 713 camp.
I: The C.C.C. camp?
~.S.: Ahh, that's right. And a••• we'd go up to there from here after dinner
to the ball game and on back home that evening. Now I don't know how many
miles that would be but, it's was quite a walk back. Oh, we enjoyed that, we
didn't get tired very much. Or, there'd be a might near all the people dOvm
there at the•• a•• Lower Pocosin would walk up here••• all the ones. They had
all their ball games on Saturday evenin's if it was real pretty, if it wasn't
'course they vlOuldn't have it. Very little entertainment anybody ever had in
the mountains. Never heared tell of a theatre, \ve did. Do you live back
here at the #2••• a•• a •• back at Big rleadovlS?
I: :Ie live at Big r:eadmvs.
r:.s.: I think that .Big Headovls is a beautiful place.
I: Yeah, we all like it pr~tty much.
H.S.: And you know up here on this Drive, and dovm there here \ve used to live
•••• you could raise cabbage heads ••• oh, they were that big-a-round••• and just
as. And you can't find cabbages as sweet as those cabbages •••• and you kno'·,
what w~ got a head for 'em? ••••••• e'd••• we'd••• we'd make eve:ything we
could to sell and they'd ave a little left to eat. Ten cents a head was all
we got for the biggest ones ••••• and there was a right good salad••••• you
could make. And they'd cut nhose cabbages and haul them into town on the
on the wagon. And that's a•• over here ta Elkton And that's what
we'd get for uur cabbages •••• and look what they have to pay now for a pound.
A whole lot more than we got for a whole head of cabbage.
I: Hhat did you use•• a•• the cabbage for ••• mostly?.sauerkraut.
M.S.: ,'Ie'd make •• a••60 pound or better of kraut every fa.ll. All the people
would have a•• a ••whole barrel. It don't have •• don't need no taste you know,
it's pure •• it's pure •• a.. it don't make no taste at all•• it always•• a•••
make •• a•• barrel and a••we'd take 'em all and.a•• cat them heads up real
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M.S.(cont.): fine and one was half and the other one you put a little salt
there with it••• and you talk abuut something••• it was delicious. That kraut
that they made those days was ••• you know, there ain't no there ain't no kind
like that now. I make it now, but I make it in jars••• and it's nothing like
when you used to make in barrels. And then we'd••• as I's talkin', we'd bury
•• a hole the cabbage ••• you could go in any time 06 the winter you wanted and
get you some cabbage to cook with. Did you ever see anybody cook cabbage? •
•••• You never? •• Oh, it's delicious. we cooked a cabbage pretty near all the
time. Cook cabbage and make a big pot of corn bread••••• they'd have corn
bread••• y.a see that's another thing that's really delicious.
I: This Pocosin road•••was this here?
H.S.: Oh, yes.
I: All of the time?
M.S.: This is the pld road •• this here road was here all the time.
I: Was there ever a road that went down below the Mmssion••• do\vu to the
hoililow?
M.S.: Oh yes, ••• oh yes indeedie ••••• now all of this land was cleaned up when
we lived up here. (at this point we are just at the beginning of the dirt road
that leads to Pocosin Cabin)
I: This is part of the deadening?
N.S.: Yeah, this is part of the deadenin' •••• all of it was. You'd be sur-
prised how a•• a •• pretty and all it was up here when we lived up here •••••••••
•• it was beautiful •••• but, it sure has grown up here now.
I: Hhat Has it ••• like a meadow up here?
H. S.: Hhat ••• like a meadow?
I: Yeah.
H.S.: That's right, just exactly like a meadow•••• it was all on back here and
and all that Drive up there honey, you could just stand and look for miles and
miles •••• you might see a big oak tree, or a sycamore tree, or a•• something
like that but, ••••••• the raods weren't fixed up like this •••• the cattle kept
it all grazed do,vu•• all the time. It was a beautiful place.
I: Ivhere did they get most of their oak trees and oak bark?
M.S.: That •• they'd ••• they sold it.
I: ;vhere did they cut them down••• Tt/ell if this was a meadovI, was it down in
the hollow there•••• down below us?
M.S.: Oh, they••• down in the hollow and at different places around in the
mountains here. lJow that there is where •••• let's see •••• if there's a rock
pile there belOIt/ 'There we had our yard at •••• it's where I vlaS born and raised
there.
I: Right here •• a •• O.K.a••• ,just for the tape, we are at Pocosin cabin right now.
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I(cont.): Now was your cabin, the home that you grew up in•••• right there
where that cabin is right now?
H.S.: Honey, ifn there's a rock pile there... it's just the same place 'cause
we had put a rock pile in•• a•• in below us and we had a.a •• part of it las
logged and ~art of it was planted••• now that's •••• And you know, that 1as all
cleared OUy and you could•••• it was so clear out there and here •• you could:
stand and look for miles and miles. i!asn't any of these trees vias here •• "as
a beautiful view••• it was a beautiful view. And we ••• a right back over there
was where our spring ,'las at••• He had.
I: Yeah, see where that green thing the .green covered thing••• that's the
spring.
M.S.: nd then we had•••we had cows••• we'd always have plenty of cows••••••
and a•• you say that green thing is the spring?
I: Yes. ....... It's covered over. Now we can go on up there if you like •
N. S.: ,Jell now if that green thing is where our spring vvas at ••••well then the
house musta set right back here •••• 'cause that's too close to it.( ·1rs. Shlffl,~t
seemed to think that her old cabin set about 15 feet west of the present locat-
ion of Pocosin Cabin)
I: A little of the west of it is now?
M.S.: A huh, that's right.
I: There's a peach tree sitting right out front there ••• was?
M.S.: No, that wasn't there when we lived here••• tho we had orchards. Down
in here •• below here v,e had orchards. Now••• you take ••• this is our house,
right dowm there was another house •••• on down over that was another house ••••••
on do\~ below that was anothe~ house •••••• it was filled with houses right down
this hollow••••• dozens of ' em. And everyone of them would come up and come out
to••• to the church every night and every day. And the one that I'm talkin'
about would walk miles and miles to school was Roach's ~~n and that's on way
back here.nd then some childcen lived down over•••• you know where the Drive
overlooks there? ••• way dorn on the other side of that Drive there •••• they
\'lOuld walk down here to Pocosin ~ fission to school.
I: That's a long way!
M.S.: It's a long way•••• but you wouldn't believe it ••• oh, you could go back to
Roach's Mtn. you'd think that anybody was crazy to tEy to walk to school•••••••
but those boys come. They come to our house here every morning•••• real early
and some of them•• co ••• come and they'd be nearly frozen••• they'd stop in and
warm themselves•••we'd warm•••• they'd••• it'd•• warm good before they'd start on
down to school 'cause it was the only house that they had to stop at you see
between thein house and school.
I: Wha t was your name before you became married?
M.S.: I was a Breeden.
I: A B:ceeden
M.S.: Yes, that's right.
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I: I wonder when that cabin was built(Pocosin-PATC)?
I: I Urtderstand that that cabin was built •••• actually somewhere else and they
brought it here piece by piece and they assembled it here. I may be wrong. I
don't really know where it was originally. Now••••
M.S.: Now right up•• right up•• up••• right •• right up above that a••• cabin there
was a bi~ sawmill and stave mill and the people used to •••• they had this a••••
little a••• cart with two wheels on it and the way they got the logs from way do\~
there in that mountain•••• they'd put the logs •• they had this a what they called
a hoister right up there below the sawmill. It had these big••• oh, ••• cog chains
come out that biga round ••• they'd •• put it to that hoister and they had this what
you call a dinkey••• but it was a thing with a little a ••• it wasn't too little it
would hold about 6 or 7 big logs, and they'd lower that thing down the track•••
they had a track up and do~m these mountains everyvlhere and then when they got
down there and got their logs on it why they'd••• they'd take this thing up here
and turn it some way 'nother and pull all of those logs up out of the mountains •
•• to the sawmill. That's the way they got their logs to the mill from here ••••
because they couldn't have any other ,:'ay because the ••• it would be too steep
for the horses to pullout and then they bring it do n here to this big field ••
they'd take it all out there and then that's "lhere they'd move the ,,'agons at •••
a••• the bark and the staves to go Elkton.
I: I see. How did they turn the mill?
M. S.: They turned it i"Jith steam•••• they ran dth steam. That' s hO~l they turned
the sawmill and the stavemi~l. And Preacher Hall and a•• he would walk from do"m
here at this mission•••• he'd get out some evenings ••• and yOu couldn't hardly be-
lieve this•••• he'd get out some evening and alk over to ~kton and back.
I: How did he make it?
M.S.: I don't know he made it but he made it ••• he'd come by out house here some
nights just about ••• long summer days it was just about dark and it was a start
day then it would be way after dark when he got back••• but he walked every step
of the 'layover there and back. I ~Jalked from here to Slkton••••• I quess I was
about 10 or 11 years old when I walked over there •••• and we didn't rest but
thcee times. I remember we sit down along the road and rested three times. I
quess that's how come I'm gain' tal "stay" 'cause a I walked SO much and got so
much exercise••• l thing that's why all these people in the mountains lived so
long••• because they••• they had to walk might near every••• Now, you imagine
anybody gettin' out here and 'ITalkin , way down here on the Middle River and
carrYin' their groceries back. And that wasn't here •••• it 1·'as all back up
here in these mountains and everywhere they lived.
I: Hid Ie . iver "as your closest tOrm?
~1. S.: Biddle River vIas store \'1as out closest store ••• that's "lhere we had to do
all of our dealin', and Ilac I'lullen. No'!, you kno'" ,,'here !'laet:lullen is at no '
don't you.
I: Yes, I t~ink so.
'1.S.: ,Jell now, 11ac!!ullen and l·.iiddle River a store a '·'as all the stores Ie
the closest stores "e had to.
I: But Elkton \-las the "big city".
~.S.: That •••• Elkton was the Big city then.
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r·l.S.: But, we very seldom ever got to Elkton. The only '-Jay \"'e could go to
Elkton -laS to (7,0 to Elkton on a ""lagon and that "as a •.••• I remember tfie first
time I Jas ever in Eklton
store and they had all of
to go and see that showl
'Jovl I thought that it vas
the show once since then.
they had a •• a ••• Robertson's store •• a •• Robertson's
these wild animals •••• and you kno' hat e had to pay
Oh, they had all kinds of a animals ••••• 25ft a piece.
the biggest treat of my life•••••.• well, I've seen
That's the \. ay 'de had to 1lve up here in the mountains.
I: Now we're paying about 2.50 cents.
M.S.: Well, you could get a••• when we lived up here in the mountains you could
buy all of the sugar you wanted for 25 ••• 5••• cents •••• 5 pounds for .25ft. And
coffee for .15¢ a pound. I remember when I used to go up to the store and bu~
a real nice piece of ••• a yard of material for a 70¢ a yard. And you look now.
I tell you, times have really changed••• it's really changed.
I: Jell, then you had a pretty easy walk from here to the Mission to go to school
then••••• compared to the other people?
M.S.: Yes, •• oh yes I did, I really felt sorry for them. s I say, they'd come
to school some mornings••• they didn't have no gloves •• and their hands would get
so cold that they would chap and blood would run out of them. But they come out
of this hollow and everywhere dOvrn here to this school•• :cause it was the only
school they had to come to. And some would come and r·'ouldn't have no lunch
they'd have to go back••• and if it was near they'd walk hame to lunch and if .it
wasn't they'd be without lunch until they got back home that e~ening.
I: Here your parents ••• or your••• yeah, your parents and cabin a •• 1ere forced
out because of the Park••• is that right?
M.S.: No, we moved to a ••• Fe moved out from up here way before the Park because
we got so big and all and there wasn't enough a land to farm to make a livin'
on then and a•• you•• a •• that •• made a right smart money and he bought a•. a•...•••
farm dO\1TI off the mountain here•••• it's right above MacMullen. And e moved
from there••• oh, people stayed there in the mountains a long time after ',re moved
out •••• and•• a •• that's "here ···e lived until my parent died.
I: :iere a lot of people moving out of the mountains because there wasn't enough
land and it wasn't as productive as it used to be? Did most of them stay here~
l1.S.: Most all •• most all of them stayed here until the Park run them out ••• all
of them.
I: Did they•• did most of the people resent that?
1.S.: Yes, they did. Some of them cried because they had to leave their homes •
••• especially the ~ld ones. The young ones didn't seem to mind 'cause they
wanted to get out, you know, they thought that •• a •• they'd have something else
special to do ••• havin' ••• to live in the mountains •••• but the older ones •• it really
hit 'em hard. I tell you a fact •• they didn't live long after they got out of
here •••••• the older ones didn't.
I: \Jell, this was the only type of life they knew and"and I quess it was a lit-
tle hard adjusting.
H.S.: That's right. The only life •• the only type of life they lived, and you knO,,"1
in those days you could a •• all these people that lived LD the mountains in
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M.S.:(cont.) in those days, they could get out here and a hunt an~vheres they
wanted to•••••didn't have to have no hunting license••• they could kill as many
thing as they wanted ••• animals that they wanted, .• and you'd be surprised that ••
Do you know what pheasants is? ~~y they could get out here and in the evening
kill 4 or 5 of them in just a little bit ••••• and it's a very••• they didn't ••••
people around here had very few chickens because a••• they couldn't have them on
account of foxes. And they didn't keep but very few dogs •••• none of them didn't.
,Jell now, I don't know• .> •• reckon any family that I know of had over 2 or 3 dogs.
And down home I think we got about a 12 or 13 hounds. C• .J., how many do we have
there at our house?............ C. ~J.: Oh, about fifteen.
Oh, they have dogs•••• usually 22••••we 've had a we've got a••• they got a blood-
hound dO~1n there now. I's kinda fraid of that thing when they first got it but,
I'm not afraid of it now••• he's actually a nice one.
I, Do you think that the people were treated fairly when they were moved off•••
now weren't they given some property and some livestock to try to start over
again?
H.S.: Yeah, I think that they treated them fairly••• but they didn't have as
much land you see that they did back in the Park here. But you know, those days
peo~le could make a livin' ofen•••• well, I tell you one thing about it, ~e had
a little field right back do m there •• \"1here \"'e always put that in corn. You
knO,1, in the mountains you can't raise much corn.••• there's times we used to
try••• but, you could raise cabbage, and 'tatoes, and turnips •• you could raise
all. •• and buck·Theat. No 1, right over there 'fIe'd al.,ays have a turnip patch
uhere we'd••all of them but •• a •• clean off this a these little patches and get
all of the rock off of it that we could and they'd have a potato patch, and a
turnip patch, and a cabbage patch, and a buc~Jheat ••• a field of buck\ heat •••
but you could have just a little place of buckwheat and you could make several
barrels of flour. Jhat in the fall of the year they'd .• they'd •• each pack a•••
people in the mountain here would a barrel••• a barrel of buchwheau flour around.
And they'd get on up and go to the store and trade their bucIDvheat for wheat flour
•• they'd get a barrel of wheat flour. And 'course and they'd most all of them
had to buy their cornmeal••• 'cause you can't raise corn up in here•• and that's
how they got their bread••• but they'd get it near buckwheat •••• time 'cause you
could raise all of the bucb.,heat you could up here in the mountains but you
can't raise Hheat and you can't raise corn••••• very seldom you ever had any
luck with corn or wheat. ~~e never did try to raise uheat 'cause that was out
of the question••• but ••• you could just raise plenty of buckwheat and, the thing
about what.they'd have the meat ••• they'd have the hogs and you 10uld never have
to fatten a hog. .ith the acorns and chestnuts they COme in as fat as they
could be. 0 you all like pork? Jell, now you just didn't have to bother about
your hogs a bein
'
fat ••• 'cause the mast out in the mountains would •• was all
the food the hog l-Ianted to be fattened off of. ~Jhy on the fall of the year,
and in the spring, they vlOuld al\,rays a buy them a barrel of fist. Every••••
pretty near•••• pr•• person in the mountains might near 'ould always have plenty
of fish. ~fuy you could get a big barrel of fish for 5 dollars ••• a real big
barrel of fish. ~lliy they'd buy a barrel in the fall, and a barrel in the
spring••• and that was ••• they always ate plenty of fish ••• and then the hog meat
was the only kinda meat they had. They never had no other kinda of meat •••••••
beef••• well, that 1as out of the question•••• never had no beef.
I: Tell, you said that you had cO',s up here?
E.S.: :Ie had milk cows, Yeah, He'd always have a•• \ e'd have tvlO or three milk
cows. ,Ie all-Jays had plenty of milk in the "·-inter and if you ~'!orked it right
you could have plenty of milk in the -1tnter and plenty of milk in the summer.
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M.J.: He ahiays had plenty of milk but, you could raise potatoes up here, and
cabbage ••• you wouldn't believe it if you could see 'em•• ho\"! bie and all they'd
be••• potatoes, cabbage, and turnips. You just didn't have 'em••• a you could
have luck with those every year just plenty•• many•• of 'em.
I: Did you see many deer up here?
M.S.: Honey, Then I's brought up I never saw a deer. I remember I had an aunt
that lived right dOi'm underneath here,oh, this was cleaned out ••• it was a field
dm-m there. .Je had a big barn dOvm there. I went dOim there one evening •••••
well you knmv vlhen the neighbors got out of one thing• •vlhy they'd have to borrow••
say I gbt out of sugar.ttis week, ~hy I'll borrow sugar from a neighbor until
I got to go to the store the next week and they was always real nice about that ••
and I went dOlm there one evening•• they sent me dovm••• kinda late one evening to
buy some sugar. HOvl right dmm there a•• it vlaS the only animal I ever sa.! beside
a•• besides a fox, and a squirrel, and a rabbit ••••• I saw this great big long
yellow thing comin' out through the vlOods. To this day I don't knO'1 Nhat it
was. But, I was by myself and 1••• 1•• 1'11 never forget, I was scared to death.
But, it just a hopped right on down through the field here and down to my eyes
I went on dOvffi there but, I got someone to come on back with me 'cause it was
gettin' kinda late but •••• I don't know what that thing coulda been••• no it ·as
was as long as the front part of this car here.
I: 'rhat did it look like?
H. S.: It was •• it was a•• long and '::as right yello\l lookin'.
I: las it cat-like?
h. 5.: Yeah, cat-like. It vias kinda made like a cat •••• but it didn't seem to
bother me. It was right close to me and, I just looked at it and it looked at
me and it went on out through the woods.
I: Did it have a long tail? •••did you notice.
1.5.: Honey, I just don't remember now. I was just so scared••••• but I rem-
ember that it favored a cat. I believe••• I believe •• a•• let's see now, I've
seen things like that in t Ie book but I can't remember now \/hat it was. And
I often thought that that is what it was, but that the only••••• no deers••••
never••• all we used to •• have to get up early every morning and a go up and
hunt the cows every morning in the deadenin' as we vlOuld call it. ;Jell, you
could stand and see the COvlS for miles and miles and' t:Je'd ahJays have a•• a••
bells on them••• and we'd get up and go in the deadenin' and hunt for cows and
in the morning and night •••never see nothin' 'cept the cows and the horses and
things like that that people bring in the deadenin'. I never seen no other
kinda animal•••• urless it be a fox or something. Once in a while you see a
•• that
I: Jo you think that they were hunted off?
H.S.: ',Jell, I don't knOH --hy 'cause the people in the mountains had but very
fe;l dogs •••• I don't think that they were even in here then. I think the mount-
ains was so open with a people••• many people lived in the mountain that the ••••
they just didn't bother to come around close enough••••••••• (tape check-lmin.elapsed)
These you just couldn't go some times, it \.Tould stall, and the only "ay
they had to a••• to keep the roads open would be to a get a great big a log and
take the mules and hitch 'em to it and run it up anf dOvn the road•••• if the
mules could get through the drifts. Never have a••• had nothing••• these a .•••
twenty
rft,.S.:(cont.) machines that push the snow off there like they do now••••••••••
never had one like that then. You just had to go through things like that the
best you could in those days••••••• but, somehow or ~Dother they made it. They
all lived happy to.
You know, my youngest daughter has never been here •••• where I used to go to
school. She lives in Arlington now••• sae has two little children. I wished you
all could meet my family. I have four down there and two up here. I have a three
daughters that live down in Arlington and a••• one son. The son drives a bus and
one of my daughters a husband works at the Secret Service place and a••• the other
one is a bus driver. He drives a bus a in a•••• my son-in-law is a bus driver
and a•••• my son drives a bus too••• and then a my youngest daughter as I say,
never did•••• been up here where I went to school and where I was raised. Her
husband is a•• with the tOvffi police. She has two little girls. She adopted one
and she had one•••• they're really cute.
I: ~as this all clear through here?
M.S.: Well, you know those little things you see up in there(shr.ub)? Hell, you
didn't ••• you didn't see things like that when I lived up here. You might see
trees through there and then in a•• in a spring of the year, •• you'd be surprised,
you could go through these woods and these buttercups, as vle call it, and these
a•• a •• what d'ya' callit ••• I movl you'd know ,;hat I mean iJith all those 1'1ild-
flowers •• it was some of the prettiest flowers would grow through these woods you
ever seen Oh, it was beautiful. Now•••• now this used to be a big field, and
that used to be a big field.
I: Did any~hing grow on it or••• just a that?
M.S.: They'd farm it ••• they'd farm it and a•• a•• buc~vheat a ••• and anything that'
they could farm it in. All back in a•• all back in here was a••• cleared up•••••
now I was ••• the church that we had••• on the••• the first church I can remember ••
there was one up here that sets rightin there.
I: O.K., For the sake of the tape, that's a little bit north o£ a•••
11. S.: The old Hlssion•••• that the Pocosin Hission. That sit right there, and
then•• then••• finally the ilission moved down to the Lower Pocosin r·1ission and then
they built the Rock Church up here because you see, there was a lot of people
left lived up here in the mountains without any•• a •• without any church to go to
so they built that .••• and we ••we'd walk up here to this church every morning
and vJe' d walk back down to the a•• Lower I·1ission•• a••• Lower Pocosin Mis sion had
a church in the evening••• at 2:30. We didn't think anything of it! And you'd
be surprised at the people that would be at that church every sunday morning.
The Samuels' you all talkin' about was the first ones •••••• remember all the
church•••• they lived right out there ••• right out there. Oh, this was nothing
but a real pretty grassy place.
I: And what would that be a•••what??? is that some hollow down in there? Does
that have a name? Just south of the Mission here, right down in the little hol-
10w(See Fig. 1, point B).
M.S.: Yeah, well now I don't •• I don't know••• ;rell. •• l·lhen a hollow that •• a ••••••
what they called that •• any name, but ~~s. Samuels, these two old people, well
I told you about the boys that could play so much music ••• and just picked up
twenty-one
M.S.(cont.): any kind of music •••~ith·their ears and sing it, they lived right
out there. And she'd ••• would clean this church. She'd do it all by herself
••• just as long as she was able.
I: What was the little wooden building there?
~1.S.: That wasth•••• that was the Mission.
I: That was the first Mission? And the squared log thing was the ••••
M.S.: And the first Milission that was ever built in these mountains is layin'
right there.
'- I: O.K., the squared log building. (See Fig. 1, point C)
first and then they built the Rock Church••• later on?
They built that
M.S.: That's right, they built the Rock Church years after that was built.
I: O.K., the Rock Church is the building just south•••• of the old Mission.
M.S.: That's right.
I: O.K•••••••••••• O.K., we are at a squared log•• a •• structure just•• just east
of the concrete marker dOvIn at Pocosin and, rrrs. Ella Shifflett is going to tell
us about the squared log building, and dOvm a little bit to the south, as I
have noted, there's a a stone building which she calls the stone(Rock) Church.
And this a this building here was not built by Graves?
M.S.: No.
I: ~he squared building.
1.S.: No•••• No •••
I: 'Jho built this one, do you know?
M.S.: I can't remember to save my life •••• ,who built this thing
I: And a••••
M•• : I know that the Samuels' would know who built this.
I: And you a••• this was here long before you were born?
M.S.: Yes it was, cause I remember that it was here.
I: O.K., and this front part here was the livin' quarters?
M.S.: That's right, and it had windows from the bottom floor to the top••
it was ••• it was a beautiful little cabin. It was a pity that it had to go
down the way it did.
I: And that's where the mission worker••••• lived1
M.S.: And that's where they lived•••••••••••f1rs. Towles.
I: And then on this side was the kit •••••••
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r~.s.: It was the kitchen and the little dining room on back up there.
I: On the south side•••• the kitchen and the dining room?
.• S.: That's right.
I: .lhat was that hole back there ..lith the cement in it?
H.S.: Huh,
I: There's a hole back there about that wide •••••• that long•••• cement.
M.S.: I don't know..... Unless somebody had•••• made it for a little aa••••
•••• dovm underneath the ground you mean?
I: Yeah.
M.S.: To look at this place now and look at it when I used to come here •••••••
it's certainly run down....... It's kinda sad in a way••• it used to be such a
happy place you know and ••• everyone gain' and comin' 'n'.
I: Well, if this •••• if the mission worker lived here, they had the services in
their homes••••before the church was built or what th••••••
11.S.: No, they had••• they had•••• service in the old school house that stood right
down there.
I: O.K., so that was ••• the old school house was(See Fig. 1, point A)set off to
a the northwest•••••• from here.
M.S.: That's right. They had•• they had to have service and school in the school
house cause they couldn't have ••• couldn't afford to have ••• a church then but a•••
I: O.K., but that was not done in the old wooden church, this was just living
quarters?
M.S.: That's right.
I: For Mr.s. Towles?
M.S.: That's right •••• T.O.:1.L.E.S••• that's how you spelled it.
I: I see••• I see. I had originally thought this is where everything happened
right here.(squared log blilding, point C).
M.S.: No••• no ••• this ••• this is the mission lady's quarters •• where they liyed in
here, and dovm there as the old school house and the church and then finally
they built the Rock Church here.
I: a you know i hen the !tack Church i·laS built?
M.S.: I just don't remember to save my life Then that las built••• but I guess
I could find out for you.
I: But this•••• the Rock Church is the thing that 11r. Graves built ••• he as the
mason?
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M.S.: Mr. Graves~ the mason, built that church••••• and that was one beautiful
church••• l wishea you could see it before they tore it dorm.
I: Now after this one••••• ah, Hhy did they close this one down and build that
one?
M.S.: Well, ah••• the lady here had two children and only way she had to get out
and in was by horseback. And so they just a •••• a •• the bishop decided to build
a house down at the Lower Mission and then she moved dmm there and there was
too many people back up and in the mountain.... This old school house was torn
down you know, and he decided to build his church up here for the people that
lived back up here in the mountains ••••••• and you see the Park•••• he thought they
would live here all of the time but you see the Park come and left them.
I: 8Q ••••• a•••• he didn't try to fix this old wooden building up•••• instead, he
built that one?
M.S.: He built•••yeah, ••• that's right ••• but, my aunt lived in this here a••••••
house for years and years. She died in here.
I: And what was her name, do you remember?
H.S.: Yes, Estell Breeden.
I: Estell Breeden?
M.S.: Estell Breeden•••••• she died right there in that Mission••• but, she lived
out here after the mission people left and a••• and \ hen they left there they••
see the Park took it then. And nobody else ••• they wouldn't rent it to nobody
else.
I: What was the building to the left hand side of the Church building?
[-l.S.: That's just a little tarriff????? ••• building, •••• T1hat Je had the a bill???
up on you knovJ. The bishop ,Iould go in there you know, and ••• the vesper room,
and dress in his a robe before he'd come out you know.
Yeah, this used to be a right pretty little place here. You see back here
where they used to have their a their kitchen was sit right here?
I: Yeah, this one right here.
::. S.: This one right here was the kitchen, and on up•••• right on up in there was
the •••••
I: Tiny isn't it?
M.S.: Yes, it was tiny but, it was but they had their little flame fixed up here
and it was so cold and yet was warm as it could be•••••• there's a piece of the
old flue.
I: Did it have a fireplace over here in the corner?
11.S.: No, they•• nev••• they didn't have no fireplace here. They just had the stove
••• stove•••
I: A wood stove?
lid cook stove. It just a had four tops
And thay had that sit right in the
surpriser that that bishop and things
week-end. You'd just be surprised.
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1-1.S.: Yes ma'am.
I: That's how they kept warm huh?
~.S.: That's how they kept warm.
I: Boy, I'll bet you it got mighty cold here in the winter?
V.S.: And then they had a little a four
on it, you know what I'm talkin' about?
corner and it it was beautiful. You'd be
would come up here just for to spend the
I: \nd they'd live right here in this building?
i'.S.: They lived right here in this little building. They used to have some
pretty rose bushes and things around here but, all of those is gone no.
And you see this here Has a little a••• they had two more, this 'as a little din-
ing room here. It come out here•••• back there was this little room they kept a
company in this side. It's all changed•••• kinda.
I: And the far room over there?
£4. S.: Huh?
I: The••• what Has the far room over there?
M.S.: That••• they just kept that•••• they put you know, a just a some things
they didn't use you Imovl • •• right arJay•••• store their things away in it.
I: Uhere did they sleep?
~I.S.: Up stairs.
I: There's an upstairs to this?
M.S.: That's right. It had ••••
I: A little loft?
1:.S.: Huh?
I: Like a loft?
M.S.: Yeah, they had a some nice bedrooms upstairs. And they had a little garden
you see where the garden ~'las back here. Right up there 'laS the garden
I: ;lhat did they gro •••• mostly? All kinds a thin s?
M.S.: They'd grow beeus, and potatoes and beans and •••• and things like that.
They had a right big garden here. They••• no l the ·jay the Mission "ould get
their garden a•••• a farmed ••• the a neighbors "ould come down and farm it for' em.
They louldn' t charge 'em nothing they just . 'ork out their things for them and
they'd end up makin' money offen the garden.... Now that there little
space back up in there was the garden. They used to have some beautiful lilacs
bushes back here. I think that was one of my favorites •••• it looks to me like
it's dead.
I: But most of these trees were not here when you went to school?
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M.S.: No indeedie•••• no. you•• jus••• eh•• the chestnut trees is the things that
a stood around from here and ivy. Do you know 1hat ivy is that blooms pretty
in a••• pink every summer?
I: Hountain laureL ••••• right. A huh, sure do.
t-1. S.: I'Jell, they had a lots of that too when I vIas here•••• and oaks! It -las
just about all just••• the mountain -laS •••• oh, you could see for miles.;you
can't see nowheres nOl but you sure could see a long ays then.
I: But this \;as pretty heavily populated in through here, there 1t,ere a lot of
homes you say?
H.S.: It vIas true, it was. On back here up at the••• you know -here iieadows'
ah•••• field, big field back there••••••well, there used to be a beautiful place
back up•••• two families lived back there. ,Jell, let's see Meadows and the
Taylors lived back there and then on back of that was the Dean familt lived.
I: O.K., now this is all off to the south of the Mission here, down in this
hollmv?
r;.S.: And you know a where the a the picnic •••South River Picnic Grounds is at
well, right down below the South River Picnic Grounds is, there was a lot of
people lived in there•••• just a lot of them.
I: Yeah, there's some pretty falls there too.
M.S.: Yeah, beautiful. \Iell, I'm afraid of the falls. Every••• all the people
in the mountains••• at 4th of July used to go back to that falls where•••• just
for entertainment. They'd all meet there and bring their baskets. I said that
it was one of the most dangerous places they could go to have entertainment
'cause some of them get to drinkin , you know and could fall over the ••• they's
lucky they didn't do it. But they'd go the 4th of July go back to those falls
and spend the day, and have their picnic.
I: Can we walk dO~Jn here to the stone•••••• a•••••• ?
M.S.: Yes indeed.
I: There's a graveyard rjght down there.
Right dorm there?
M.S.: Oh, it's a big graveyard dOvID in there. They had onl two graveyards
right here in the mountains. Back••• the Dean••••• Dean mountaim they have a
graveyard back there••••• and down there at the is vhat they
callrd it, and then a•••••• this was the Samuels' graveyard here.
I: O.K. now, this •••••• O.K., the Samuels' graveyard that she's talking about
should be almost directly west of the old stone mission. Kind of south then
or south-southwest(See Fig. 1, point E).
O.K., there is a name etched in here. It says: this church has gone up
and down in my lifetime, and I think it says a••• is it .T.E.Larrir.? Do you know
of anybody by that name?
M.S.: ,[. ••• E•••• is that a 'T.E. Lam?
I: W.E. Lam•••••••• L•• A•• M••
M.S.: I know one named Willy Jackson Lam. He lived right up dovITl••• go down
tvlenty-six
:1.S. (cont.): the road there and go down there. They'd alVTays come up here to
to church on sunday.
I: ~hey lived down in Pocosin Hollow?
H.S.: huh.




.l.S.: Z.B. Samuels?????? One of I·Irs. Samuels' sons was named Tom and one
was named Seul???, and one was named Joe, and one was named Johnney, and one
was named Cicero, and one was named Tiny?? It couldn't have been one of her
children.
I: This fellow, ~.B. Samuelson born here 1915.
:".5.: E.B. Samuels?
I: So that would make his 60 years old now •••••• some·rhere around there.
You was about 15 years old when he was born.
~=.S.: Ii/ell, I should remember••••••••• B.B.? ~'Jell another thing that a ••••••
a lot of people in the mountains that a•••• a •• maybe called their children
nicknames sometimes, and it coulda been one of her boys ••••••
I: Maybe those are his real initials and they didn't call him that.
~.S.: Ahuh. I know all of them well but, a •• all of her children well but a ••
but I don't remember none that time.
I: What was that little thing do~m there••• that wooden thing that's fallen over?
r·~.S.: ~]ell, I don't knmv what that might be••• a•• some of the paint from the
church•••••
I: It looks like it could have been part of the side of the roof.
,1. S.: Yes, that's TNhat I \" as thinkin'.
I: It was either blotVn do~m there or carried dOvm there by somebody.
r·1. S.: Jmv it •••• I don't knmv N"hether it's a grO\'1ed up••••
I: There's another name in there: p~ Bride. It seems to be a little bit more
recent than the others.
H. S.: I don't knovl is a IcBride lived back in here in the mountains at alL ••
that's new to me.
I: Can you kind of give us some idea of how the church \;as arranged, nO'1 the
part that is still standing here you said that a••• (Fig. 1, point F)
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M.S.: This •• that••• ah •• this part is the vesper room. That's where the minister
go in and put his rope on, before he'd come out to have the service. But I
have seen this church fulla people up here. And you know"I'll never forget
one night we had a Preacher Fisk, George Fisk, he's dead now, here one night
to help. Big meetin'for us ••• a big meetin, a revival you call it, ,e call it
a big meetin', and a there was t'lO guys that used to drink a lot and they vas
gettin , up in years, and I'll never forget that hO'1 they set in here that
night and cried•••• those t10 men. It ~as really sad.
I: The a bottom part of the building was made of stone, but this as all tood
up above this, isn't that right?(Fig.l, point G)
H.S.: !Jo•• no, ••••••
I: It ~as all stone?
.:.5.: It was all stone, every bit of it was stone like this, all except around
the windows. Just like you see right there, all of it was built just like you
see the vesper room•••••• clear up to the top. Course••• in those days I guess
•• a •• the bishop got it made for •••• oh, less••• real less than half hat you'd
have to pay no~ to build it because you could hire labor for little•• nothing.
All the people in the mountain would come to help day after day••• free of
charge, they wouldn't charge a thing••• I •••
I: Did they have any heat here?
M.S.: Oh yes, they had heat. They had it heated with a wood stove, they do••
usually had one at the back and one at the front •••• alwaya••• always nice and
warm. Cause the Samuels' would come out here and they'd build a fire early
in the morning you knmlf. Tell you ttandin' here and think about hm-l many
people gathered here at this church, this place would be full around here
and all gathered to go home with people for dinner, you wouldn't imagine that
it ever happened.
I: It's so quiet now.
r·l. ~.: Eh, ••• it is quiet.
I: You said that people would come here to church and afte mrds they v'ould
go to somebody's house and spend the afternoon?
r1.S.: Right up that road there 1hen we started home from church, there'd be
about a dozen or two people go home ~ith us might near every Sunday for
dinner. And He enjoyed it, and .re'd always have plenty to fix for 'em. ',Ie
enjoyed it, and then they'd go to different places ••• down here to ~~s. Samuels'
And then it vIas a•...•..•. a couple lived down here •••• a••• ~rr. Charlie Taylor,
some vlould go home ,:,ith him for dinner. They's all burie~ there in that cemet-
ary ther~ Used to be a bunch of•• right pretty cememtary there but, it's all
~one down now. All this here used to be nothing but gress, you wouldn't
believe it, but it all was nothing but ass. rUld from here out to irs.
Samuels' house was just nothing but bluegrass sod.
I: Where was a the front of the church. I heard you speak of the front and .
the back, n01;{ the front is this facing off to the Ivest vrhere the steps are
still.
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K.S.: That's the front and that's the back.
I: 'nd the•• the preacher would stand down at this direction of~ to the east.
(opposite to the steps) Hote: ·Irs. Shifflit refers to the front of the
church as that end with the steps OR the entrance ray.
i:. S.: \le had a •• He had a real nice pulpit a there, real nice balcony:s aRM -every-
thing there. It was really pretty. Shame it all••• and you know, this church
didn't ••• wasn't used very many years after t' e a••• built it ••• before they••••
people come movin' out of the Park. Very, very feT,r years after they built this
church it was used. That ••• when they was a usin' it, we'd come up here might
near every morning and I rode••• I used to ride a horse up here some mornings
if it was real cold, and I'd get up here and my feet would be just numb. If
it was pretty, we'd always walk 'cause a lot of people didn't have horses to
ride you knmJ. I 'd ~..alk along uith them. .Ie 'd always had tvm horses ••••••••
we had two horses and two mules. 'nd my husbands daddy give him two mules
when he got married.
I: .lhat' s the thing that sticks in your mind the most, that ever happened here?
Do you remember that day?
H.S.: ~Jell, uhat sticks in my mind the most is was a Trledding here. But it
wasn't in this church, it was in the school house there. And 1.••• 1•••••••••
remember the people lived dovm••• lived on Lam's !\jountain, that' s ~..ay do··m off
the. There's Pocosin Hollow, you go down there to Pocosin Hollow right dOvm
that road there you knmv, and you turn off another road and go on do m to Poc-
osin HolloTrl. ~!ell, a these people lived dom Pocosin Hollow and up on Lam's
Hountain. Have you heard tell of Lam's Hount'ain?
I: I think it's on the map we have.
H.S.: :/ell, both of them lived on Lam's f1ountain, and they come up here and
got married. They got married right over there in the little school house
right there. And I tell ya, honey your takin' my picture and I'm a sight,
and a she didn't ••••• they Tr as SO poor they didn't have no clothes to get~·
married in. So they came here to this mission and she had clothes to send in
you know to•• to •• the mission for poor people, and a they come out••• or to
give them some a clothes to get married in and then when she had this here a
a coats with these here a••• long tailed. frbok tailed coats; well, she dressed
the man up in that coat and she went and a the back room there and picked out
the bride the prettiest dress she could find. And they got married in the old
school house dmm there, that's what "'e used to do. Preacher Green married
them and then after the ••• the wedding she bought them a ca•••• a little cabin
at the !\jission there and had a little entertainment there for them. That's
the most exc itin , thing ever happened around here 'cause it as the first
weddin' that ever had been in the mountains and I tell you, everybody was here.
You couldn't begin to feel ••••• oh, that's a apple isn't it? Well, where did
you get that at? Well, did you ever? Somebody musta dropped that here.
I: Somebody or something!
M.S.: Animals, maybe squirrels.
\'lhat was that little green thing you hit?
I: Hawthorn, that's ha~vthorn••••••••• hawthorn••••••• a type of rose.
'.Jere you married up here?
M.S.: No, I wasn't married up here. That's the only wedding that I can ever
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M.S.(cont.): remember. That's the only wedding that was ever in these mount-
ains 'cause you never did hear tell of anybody ever gettin' married up here.
That was the first wedding and the last one. Although down here at the Lower
Mission•••dmm here it las a lot of weddin' s do m there. Several "'eddings
were down there but, thi9 one up here.was the only one was ••• that happened up
here in the mountains. And the was the most excitin' thing that ever••••••••
that ever happened in the mountain vlas that T 'eddin ' •
I: Let's go dOvm and look at the graveyard. O.K., could you sho us the grave-
yard?
M.S.: Oh, yes. It's just right down here. There's quite a fev people burie
in this graveyard. ~s. Samuels and a well her•••• she had a son, he left here
'- to go on Roach's mountain one night when he froze to death right un on the other
side of Skyline Drive, and they a.....•...... my husband and a 'ho:tebunch went
to look for him the next morning••••• cold as blazes that night. He tried not
to get him to go, this was Joe, and they found him a layin' back do·m here at
••• oh, it was this side of Roach's mountain••• might near •• up near vrhere the
Roach's lived. They found him laying there at the ••• it was a cabin back there
that an old lady used to live in but she was gone that night, and he done got
so cold that he couldn't get in the cabin. He'd a had to break the door dOvm
but he was done so cold and numb that he couldn't ••••• and they found him dead
the next morning. That was aVlful. I come down here to see him, they had to
cut his clothes off of him. They was froze to his body, they couldn't get
them off any other way. And I, so they••• he was buried here, and a son John-
ney was buried here, and she had another one died in a New Jersey. He was a
buried up there and she had another one buried dOvm here on Middle River 4is-
sion and this •••• she's got three dead and buried here and all of the rest are
buried away from here •••• 'cause they all left. It's right around dOlm here,
the graveyard is. They had two big cast iron stoves there but the nmighbors
would always fix plenty of wood for the••• for the church. They never did
have to bother about that.
I: This just be the apple tree that a••.•.
M• • : Now it could be.
I: I don't imagine that was there when you were here, it's right in the way of
the steps.
M.S.: No, it wasn't ••••wasn't there••••• it wasn't there when the ••••• you know
a lot of these tree come from a the squirrels and things a carrying them•••••
seeds ••• here yonder.
I: Now, this is it right in here?
M.S. No, it has a••• a lot of tomb stones. I mean little marks ••• they didn't
have no tombstones in those days. They lived right out dOvm this road and
that family was so poor they didn't •••• they had to give their children away.
You know, that is awful. lhen they give them away they'd come here just a
crying, oh, it was so pityful. I was been married then, and I had three child-
ren of my olm•••••we lived down at Lower Pocosin then and I tell you, it was ••
it was pityful. I think that there was ten••••• nine or ten of 'em.
I: And what family was that?
:.S.: It was a ~~. & Mrs. Charlie Taylor••••• their family.
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I: And this road you say usee to go dO~Tn to the Samuelson place and dom
towards the Taylors.
u.S.: I think the road that had been down to Hrs. Samuels, I think it ~lent
right up from the a•••• right out through there somewheres. It was on the
other side of the cemetery, I know that the cemetery was on this side on the
way out to the Samuels' house.
I: O.K., it was on the opposite side of the cemetery from the Mission••••••••
there should be a road heading down there.
M.S.: Yes, that's right•••••••••••••••• ther•• th••• the road that went out to
her house was on the other side of the cemetery.
I: This road here goes on do\Vll and it goes past the cem•• a cemetery dO\Vll there
a••• sort of near the base of the road that goes past South River•
.:.S.: Oh, you mear at •• a •• at a•• ••• probably•.•.•
I: There's some Meadows buried down there and some other folk.
M. S.: Yeah, that's a what they call the Taylor cemetery. huh, that's on Meado~ls'
side over there••• that ••• it used to be that used to be a pretty place too.
It had two big houses over there that they were beautiful homes., all of it
cleared up. Each family••• one family had fourteen in it, and the other one
had thirteen.
I: I don't think that's Park property do,m there?
1ifere the Meadows' related to the Taylors?
.·~.S.: Oh, a no, they \"lasn't related to the Taylors.
I: Well, when I went dO~Tn I was real confused in that cemetery because there
was a, almost looked like a monument, there that just said He,ld01rl on it, and
then there were several unnamed stones sort of like these ones that •••••
M.S.: Hell you, •••were you talking about Dean mountain cemetery, aren't you?
I: No, no it's not the Dean cemetery. I know where that one is.
M.S.: That's right on Skyline Drive.
I: That's right on Skyline Drive••••••••••••••••• right on do~m this road.
M.S.: \lell, then your talkin' about the Taylor cemetery••••••• another cemetery
on back here on the Taylor place. Now, Taylors and the Maedows, they lived
right close together••••••• their farms joined eachother•••••• and that's how
they had that cemetery that name.
I: lihy is it that there were no headstones, is it because the people really
couldn't afford it?
M.S.: Couldn't afford it ••••• they couldn't afford it.
I: No~ was it a a •• the thing to do back then, was there as a headstone and one
at the the bottom of the grave?
M.S.: They'd put a little rock at the head and one at the foot.
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I: Did they usually try to carve their name in the••• in the headstone or not?
i .S.: iell it ••• they a they had something that they put their name on there
and ~'1hat time they \las buried but, it didn't stay long•••••• it didn't stay
long.
I: How many people do you imagine are buried here? :as this •• vas the graveyard
here when you were a living here?
M.S.: This graveyard was here vhenever ••• first whenever I can remember any-
thing, because the Samuels' •••••• people after them was all buried here •••••••
lot of people is buried here. I don't even know. Now that used to be a •••.
the Samuels' had that•••• field right back there, they used to have that in
corn and buckvTheat and things. This \"las cleared land back in here••• every
bit of it.
I: Oh, I bet you this big tree, I bet you that vas here when you were here?
M.S.: Oh yeah, as I was saYin', back in the deadenin' as I call it them big
oak trees there that you see a through there ••••• it was the only trees and you
once in a while there was a big sycamore trees, you know what they are don't
you? Well, you see a lot of them in the deadenin' but, very seldom did you
ever see••••• and chestnuts. And the oaks was what they would peel for bark
and when they peeled all of the oak trees around here that was big enough for
bark why they'd go off to other places.
I: O.K., these trees are just south of a the Mission(See Fig.l, point H), or
sm'!.
~.S.: But this sure has growed up in a hurry.
I: A lot of nemories dOiin here for you.
LS.: '. e used to••• 'Ir. Samuels used to have a little old dog he's about, oh,
about twice as big as the one the fellow has with you all. He used to come
out here and his name \'1as "Penny", and he'd sic Penny after us. 'lnd this lady
that \'1ould come back up here, irs. I~arks???, and teach school after she moved
dO~in at the Lower Mission•••• she had a ?stile?, you kno hat a stile is?
It's a kind of 'looden box you step to you get up on a horse. Everybody rode
side saddle in those days. And he'd sic that dog after us and e'd run and
get up on that stile and oh, we'd have a time•••••• we'd really have a time.
I: But the people around here were pretty self sufficient••••• I mean everything
they had they made themselves or they gre-· themselves?
H.S.: Everything they••• had nothing gave to them. They had no income comin',
no other way exceptwork hard for it. No welfare checks, no social security
checks or nothing. And they ate VThat they raised in the mountains. T"lhat
they go to the store to buy would be sugar, and coffee and bakin' powders and
sodas like that. That's what they'd go to the store and buy•••••••• and a
clothes and a ••••• that's .lhat they'd get. But what I say, they'd make what
they had to eat now, and you knOVT ,I think that's why they. ••••• {tIe have a
doctor that a bought a place here ,Dr. Cullin? from Haryland, and he
says that a food like that is so much better for you than food you buy at the
store. He said that it was fresh right out of the earth. And you know I think
that's why those people lived so long because they eat what come right out of
the ground and they'd bury what they•••••when they dug it out of the ground,
why they'd put it rig back in the ground until they used it. And a they did
but very little cannin', they'd can blackberries and a some peaches •••••••••
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M.S. (cont. ): some of them had some peaches and made apple butter as I told
you, and that's what they ate. And he says that's probably how come they lived
so long. And then they got plenty of exercise along with it. They could eat
just all they wanted and they wouldn't gain no weight like people does these
~ days. They could run it off just as fast as they put it on.
I: 'Jhat Has that fence up there grand rna? There's a fence right up there.
Jf. O .: 'ell, that fence used to be the company farm. See this belonged to the
Samuels'. And that's a •••• a I think it was what they call a••••• the head man
of it was Brown, his name was brown I believe, I ain't quite sure but I think
it's Brown. And it's a company farm, and he always rented to the people in
the mountains.
I: ..Jhat do you mean••••••••• a company farm? ••••••••• again.
M~S.: It was a company of people that bought these two farms, it was called
the Upper Place Farm and the Middle Place Farm. It was ••••• three farms right
along together down along the Pocosin road here, and they'd rent those farms
to people every•••• every year for about••••• oh, they paid about 15 or 25 dol-
lors a year for it and they'd farm it. And it was a companw ofopeople ,that a ••
••• four••••• eh••• maybe four here would buy it you lcnow from the company.
I: But these people lived somewhere else?
:.S.: Yeah, they lived•••• I think•••• I tell you what, they lived at Luray. I
can remember that much 'cause when they sent the checks off for this place and
all, they sent it to luray. And so that a•••••
I: Iowa lot of the people that•••• that talk about the ay that the folks used
to farm here say that a lot of the people didn't farm very lell, and a lot of
the soil just couldn't produce that much anymore. Do you agree with that?
M.S.: No ••••• I don't agree with that because they•••••• my uncle would plant
the same a••• a•• cabbage patch, same potato patch, same cuc •• turnip patch, every
year and he'd just••••• grew fine ••••• no fertilizer, no nothing. The mountain
land was really rich. And another thing about it, it was awful light ••••••••
I reckon that's how come the crops grew so big.
I: ':Jho did most of this land belong to?
M.S.: well I tell you the truth, I reckon it belonged to the a••• a •• one man
from Shenandoah, ~. Kite. He owned a••••• I don't know how many hundreds
of acres around Skyline Drive, and he owned a lot down the••• there at Pocosin
too•••• Pocosin Hollow. And that's where most of all of my people lived at
was on his mark. Except this company farm and this belonged to the Samuels'
in here, I don't know how many•••• and over there that belonged to the Meadows'
and the Taylors. And each one of them o~med a piece of it •••••• except the
company farm. But if you wanted to have a little•••• clean up a lot on their
place to farm, why they'd••• they would let you go ahead. You could farm
as many years as you wanted••••• they didn't say anything about it•••• there
wasn't no rent or nothing. Although the Company Farm would make you pay them
they••• they charged you rent•••• you'd have to pay them. And that's the way
it went.
I: "Iere some of the people a squatters •••• a did they just ••• start livivg on
the land even though they didn't own it?
M.S.: Uh•• uh••• no,no •••••••not that. They'd always ask permission to ••• no
I tell you, this man that ••• V~. Kite that ovmed all of this land up here on
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M.S.(cont.): the Drive, ,lell he was a avful kind-hearted man. And he loved to
help around with people. He's the one that had the stavemill and sawmill in
here to furnish the people work to do to live off of besides farmin', and he's
the one that would let the people 11ve on his land and he wouldn't charge them
_____ nary a cent for it. 'Jhy you could live there forever 'tillthey••• 'till the
Park run 'em out and and he never did charge them no rent.
I: Did you know many of the other people that lived on the other hollows •••••
or did you just••••
M.S.: Oh did you mean down in the a••• a •• Pocosin Hollow?
I: No, did you knOH the people that lived••• maybe a ..• up tm"ards Lev is dountain
or dO'm maybe towards South ~iver?
M.S.: :Jell, I knowed them up on Lelvis 1-iountain and that laS ?·1r. Scott Roach
and a and a ,~. 'illard Lam, and ~~. Edgar Lam••••• they lived up there ••••••
and I think that that was all that lived up on that a Lam Hountain except a
down towards the Pocosin Hollow. And then a•••••••• and what other place did
you say?
I: South River•••••••••• did you ever interact with those people•••• did you
trade with things •••• for things with those people or did you 'ust stick right
around Pocosin here?
h. S.: No, no •••• those people lived back there ",Ie' d they••• vie' d go over here to
the Meadows' and visit them but, on back of the MeadoV's' •••• towards the South
River ground, the people that lived dovm in there we never visited. But ~~.
Wes Meadows, he never did have no education much except what he learned him-
self•••• it was no school here in the mountains. This mission worker married
a Hr. lies Heado'Ts' son Arther. They lived over here, where you see that cem-
etery is at, and a he •• he'd go back there on Lam~ Mountain there in a •••.•••
I mean over there at Dean's Hollow and he'd have Sunday School for those
people and he taught them everything he knew about it. And then a they sa•••
he'd it's on ; •••• all the school they had back there. A church I mean a church
they had back there••••• him a goin , back there and learnin' what little bit he
could and preachin' out of the Bible to them. He'd go back there every sunday
and a have Sunday School for those people back there at Dean Mountain••••••••
Hr. hTes ?l-eadOi'1S' son.
Side g of recording tap~
M.S.: All these people back in here raised big families. And raising them, I
often say that there's nothin' harder••••• and all of them lorked hard. And
in those days you never seen somebody lazy•••.• r don't think I ever sa'1 a
lazy person in••• in all my life in the mountains •••••••••••••• and that "as
mon????? His mother '·'orked hard , his father died and she .Iorked so hard
and he vTouldn' t do a thing but l'1alk the road •••••• and to this day he won't
work. But now he's the ollly~one~i believe+that won't work that was raised
up in these mountains.
I: \f.hat was the average size of the family?
H. S.: IJell you very seldom ever seen a family under 7, from 7 to 12 and 13
to 14.
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I: .low, ho i did they do that?
H.S.: And you lmow one thing about it, you lmow one thin about it, they v.ere
always happy. Happiest people you ever saw, you never seen them depressed a
or lookin' discouraged and things like that. They just went to work and raised
a family and was happy with it.
I: Don't you think they needed a large familt to get all the work done maybe?
H. S.: "Jell, I never had thought of it in that ..,ray but a they sure had big fam-
ilies. And another thing about it, what they no ••• huckleberry time, you know
what a huckleberry is, well, they•••• there wasn't no huckleberries around here
but they goed a across the mountain at Page County to pick huckleberries. And
they'd go early in the morning and pick waterbuckets and 1aterbuckets full and
bring them back. And then they'd sell'em, and what they didn't ant to use
themselves they'd sell'en and then that's another thing they made money off of
to buy clothes. I knml that they used to put the ••••• they had this old buck-
baord a buggie, you know the buggies that had a little place in the back of
it, and they'd go over there and they'd a fill that big washing tub fulla
huckleberries in just a little bit. Sell 'em, bring 'em home or Hell, they'd
sell a lot of them 'cause they couldn't eat all they picked. They -ould can
a lot but, they never would use all they picked you see, they'd sell them to
buy some clothes ith.
I: I ~vas kind of surprised tbat you said that vms music here because some of
the books that I've read seemed to say that the people here were'really'too C
involved in just trYing to live than to learn h04 to play something.
·~.S.: 1ell, it's a, well I have a brother-in-law, my hushands brother, he lives
dOvm here••••was it Bill that said that he had not met him? He lives on a fam
adjoining ours. You should ask him about the music in the mountains here. As
I say, all these Samuels boys here could play music and those down in the hol-
low here, my husband, and his four brothers would play most any kind of music
you could••••••never one of those could play the organ like the Samuels' did.
They never had a organ to pnactice on. But you see, the Samuels boys did ••••
they come out here to the ~1ission and••••••••practice on the organ.
I: Has there somebody around here that made the instruments•••••• or how did
they get them?
M.S.: They'd buy them. You could go to the store and buy a banjo or a fiddle,
or a guitar. Some••• fiddlers you••• they was out of this world. You don't
hear no one playa fiddle like they used to back then•••• like they did in
those days. Now banjos either, they just pick it up and and learn them some••
•• that's what I've been after him for. His grand-daddy could play banjo,
fiddle or anything like that.
Singers too, I vlished you could hear the ,e.ado IS ,J and the Samuels' 'ould come
here to this church and sing it•• on 8unday and a it ••• at Friday night service.
They was really good singers.
I: How often were there services here?
M.S.: They had it every Sunday and then every Friday night and then once a
year they'd have a revival. That would be an all :eek revival.
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I: What did the preacher do the rest of the time?
H.S.: \'1ell, the preacher didn't live here he lived in Stanardsville. They'd
go to different places you know and hold a service. Like they'd have service
here one Sunday and they'd go to another place and hold it that evening and
then they'd hold a revivals here and yonder and then they'd have meetings
one night a week in other churches •••• the Episcopal Church you know.
I:How many other missions were there ••••••• like this one throughout the mount-
ains that you knew of?
H. S.: Hell, they had one up on Roach's Mountain.
I: O.K., where is Roach's Mountain before we go any farther? I want to make
sure before we get that ••••• is it towards Lewis Mountain?
M.S.: Yeah, that's right. They had one up there and a and one here and one
down at Lower Pocosin. That's the only missions they had around here ••• in
those days. And Middle River that's the only ones they ever had in all my life
••••• the Rock Church on the Middle River.
I: The thing that's confusing me is down south of. Swift Run there ••••• is a
Smith-Roach Gap and I thoueht that that was what you were thinking of.
(looking at the PATCmap)So if it was just north of us, it would be up around
Lewis Mountain somewhere. It's not too far away••••••••• mile and one-half,
two miles?
M.S.: Well, I wouldn't doubt it••••••• it's not very far from me. And that's
the only ones that I knevl of was those three. ~Jell, now Lams Hountain that's
what you call Lewis Mountain because the Lams lived up there.
I: O.K. you used to call that Lam~ Hountain•••••• we cal.l it Lewis Mountain
today.
r.1. S.: A huh that's right ••••because it vias a middle ••••• all that lived up
there was Lams. That's why they called it Lam's Mountain. I never was up
there but one time and that was for a funeral.
I: Lam is a pretty popular name ••• so is Breeden. Especially in the Shenand-
oah Valley, there are a lot of Breedens.
M.S.: Yes, there was a lot of Breedens lived around here.
I: A•••• you lived up vhere Pocosin Cabin is now and then stortly before the
Park bought it up you•••your family left.
H.S.: ::e moved off•••••• he found this place that he could get for real cheap
and we moved off.
I: And that place was where now?
M. S.: It's down••••• it's down near M,c Hullen
I: MacMullen
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M.S.: Right near Mc~ullen
I: And you lived there for several years?
M.S.: Yes, I lived there for several years and then a •••• but a••.• I vent to
the Mission here for three years after I left the school you know I told you
and then I --ent dmm 'ith my folks do m there and stayed until I got married.
I: And once you got married \Jhere did you move to?
M.S.: I lived at Pocosin•••••• I lived there at the Pocosin Mission•••• my husb-
and owned a farm there.
I: Lower Pocosin Hission?
M.S.: A huh••••• Lower Pocosin Mission
I: I'm curious about the •••• about the plague you spoke about before •••• or the
virus goin , around••••• how old were you when you got it ••• about?
h.S.: That a•••• virus?
I: That \vas around the First "~orld Har•••• some\'1here?
~1.S.: Yes, that was around the First VIorld l"lar••••• let's see••••
I: That would make you around 17 or 18•
•1.S.: I reckon it would ••••• I just didn't knoe, but I kno" I had it and I'd a
liked to have died••• nearly likked me. It did kill my husbands brother and it
killed several people near us.
I: So you were married at an early age?
H.S.: Yes, I certainly was.
I: Host of the people in the mountains "Jere ?
M.S.: A yes ••• most ••• most all of them were married at an early age
I: About 14 or 15?
N.S.: I quess that's why they had such big families of children•••••• they got
an early start.
I: Since we l'1ere talking about the lIar, maybe we should go on with that. a•••
did many of the fellows here leave to go to the war or was it mostly an out-
side type of thing?
I{.S.: A•••• around here•••• well, I'll tell you, a••• there was my•• a•• my a•••••
my husband's two brothers went and a•••• I had a•••• my three sons went. He had
one that got killed••••• you see my three sons went•••• a two of them was in
there for four years and the other stayed in there for three. And you know,
they•••• all three of t em come back without a scratch•••• thank the good Lord.
The oldest one of mine \'las in that••• right in the vJorst vJar there '·'as ••••••••
when they landed on the beach head. Do you remember that? Did you read
about that? He said that they killed them like flies where he landed, and he
came out vrithout a scratch. The oth er one viaS in the Navy and he said that
sometimes he thought he as gone but •••• the good Lord had taken care of him.
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M.S.(cont.): So, all three of them had gotten back ~ithout a scratch ••• and
yes, there viaS quite a fevl boys from right there in our church I-lent to the
service. And do you know that everyone o~ them got back without a scratch,
tHEre Ivasn't a one. r·jy husbands a a brother, he used to run these big tanl'Cs,
you know these big machine gun tanl'Ces, and he said that a bullet a hit him
and hit his Bible and••• he used to carry a little Bible, •••• he said that it
hit that Bible and never hurt him at all.
I: Did most of the fellows a••• the kids that were born here, did they want to
leave•••• or did they really want to stay?
M.S.: Well, I tell you that most of the young ones wanted to leave but, most
of the old ones didn't I ant to leave •••none at all.
I: And when they left where did they go•••• a just down into Luray or did they
go to asfar as Richmond or Washington?
M.S.: No, they had these homestead houses they put them in. They had quite a
few dOvm here at a••••TIolftown. They have ••• most all the people here moved
down to 1.JolftmID in those homestead houses they had•••• \"hat they called them.
The Park had them fixed for them when they left the mountain••••• and so, that's
pretty near where all••••••but I quess ••••• but I think those on the other
side of the Drive ••••• they went to Luray. But they was ~ll put in•••• what
wasn't able to buy a•••• a home of their own•••• they was all but in the •••••••
in homestead houses. I don't know why they called them homesteads but •••••
what kind of houses they put them in. That road is goin , on down to the a••
Lower Mission(Fig.l, point I)and also turns off and goes ~own Pocosin Hollow.
Have you ever been down Pocosin Hollow? And right down there, the first little
branch that you come to, that's what's called Wolf Ford??? They said the wol-
ves used to come there •••• they used to be a lot of wolves there. I never did
see one dOvID there•••• but that's what they said, it was called Wolf Ford on a
count of the wolves.
I: I ••••••but ••• a long, long time ago they said that there were wolves in the
Park but ••••
M.S.: Huh?
I: A long, long time ago they said that there were wolves in the Park but ••••
they've been extinct •••••••
M.S.: Maybe that's why they called it Wolf Ford •••• they said that they seen a
lot of wolves there •••••••• it must of been before my time. Pick apples -
make a few dollars and that would help the mountain women thru.
I: Where did they do most of their apple pickin'?
M.S.: Back•••••we used to have an old orchard••••••• Front Royal and over here
at this orchard near Harris6nburg••••• they used to have one over there. I
forget what was the name of that orchard. And they'd go •••• they'd go •••• there
was two orchards.
I: That's a long way!
V.S.: But they'd go and stay in those mountains and pick. And they'd stay out
there- -but they wouldn't go back to their homes.
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I: This fellow that built the i1ission, is he one of the Graves' from Syria?
M.S.: I just•••• I just couldn't say, but I don't hardly thimk so.
I: There are an awful lot of Graves', it's hard to keep track of them.
1.S.: It is••••••but now one of them Graves' from Syria used to be a••• doctor
he was a doctor. You know all the doctors that \'le had in these mountains
would come up from different places from down off 'n the mountains- •
But Hr. Graves that a•••• all the old Graves did••••• hadJan orchard over there
at Syria~ -. And you know something••••••when those doctors come from
do,in there they'd always have to ride a horse up here to see their patients.
Don't care how poor they was. Do you know how much they charged? Very sel-
dom ever charge over $3.00••••••$3.00.
I: During the flu epid~mic was there a doctor around that tried to help people
out or•••
M.S.: I'll tell you one thing, it wasn't a doctor during the flu epidemic ••••
. ',18' did have one doctor was able to call and that was old Dr. Edgar Sims.
And he lived right on dO\'ffi the river from where I live now••••• just about two
miles dOvffi from- -'s store. ~d he was the only•••• he done walked this
far.... He come to see ~e and a my husband- -.
I: Do you know \'lhat a Pa\'lpa\'1 tree is?
'.S.: Yes ma'am.
I: Ihen Bob and I ' ent do~~ to Pocosin Hollol e found some but, we never
found some \'1ith fruit on it. Did you get Pa ''Paws? •••••••• that grew around
here.
M.S.: Let me see now. Your talkin' about them things that you eat ••••• is that
it?
I: Yes.
M.S.: I wonder if they don't ••••• honey they don't ••• they don't grow on a Paw paw
tree.
I: Maybe we're talkin' about a different thing. How about persimmons?
I".S.: Oh, persimmons•••••• there used to be plenty of persimmons. You could eat
persimmons. You could eat all of those you want and a•••• it won't make you
sick.
I: You gotta wait 'till their ripe though.
11.S.: yes you gotta "Tail until their ripe or a•••••••
I: Did the people here seem close to the land? Did they appreciate their prop-
erty••••• the beauty of the area?
M.S.: Oh yes, oh yes,yes indeedie. Lots more so than I think they do these days.
You know, I think the majority of people these days don't appreciate the beauty
of the world these days as much the old people did. I kno a lots of people
used to get up real early just to see the sun rise •••••• and they'd never go to
bed before ••••• a lots of people in the mountains wouldn't go to•••• people in the
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M.S.(cont.): mountains rested their- -a whole lot more that they does no
because they didn't have as much entertainment••••• unless there was gonna be a
bean stringin' , or an apple butter st irrin, or something like that. Sometimes
they'd meet in - -and play music •••• everynight••••• sing to it. They really
enjoyed that. But a•••• they did like I said- -earlier at night but a••....•
they get up early in the morning. Very seldom they was ever in bed after 4 0'
clock in the morning•••• very seldom. As I say, if he was haulin' bark or ",'ork-
in the stave mill- -one or two O'clock in the morning.
I: :'1hat they 'Jere doin' ,vas makin; the best use of the light ••• right?
t·l. S.: That's right.
I: tlhat did they do mostly during the ivinter time ~hen you know, they couldn't
do much gardening or anything?
-.S.: .1ell, as I say, they'd a••••didn't have nothing much to do because they
-if it come up as a pretty warm week you know they'd saw
some more lumber and as I say pullout some more trees from do~m off the mount-
ain somewhere back there- -. 'Cause in those days if it got
bad in the mountains here you 1Iwuld••• it was bad. The sn01l1 v'1Ouldn't ••• it
i"lould be months before it i'TOuld ever melt- -.
I: (Jere there any people that did special crafts? Like were there some people
that would make chairs, and another guy would •••••••
I.S.: No ••• not ••• I tell you, people in those days would spread•••• they never
had no rugs. They never had no rugs 'cause they couldn't afford rugs ••• they
just had a the bare floor. Thy they'd make their- Did you ever see one?
They'd make them out of hickory splits. And then they'd make a strips out of
hickory and they'd a make baskets. They vas awful- -about makin' baskets.
I: Out of hickory?
M.S.: Ah huh. They made a lot of baskets. One man, f4r. 10m Breeden, he lived
back from us. He v'asn't none of my folks relation. He made his own kind of
-.
I: did you ever do much weaving or spinning?
M.S.: Well, my grandmother would weave ••• she would weave •••• and she would a•••
she vould spin enough to mlli<e yarn. And they'd knit their clothes for finter
time ••• their socks. Those days men 1I1Ould i'Jear i-lhat they called llpulse warmer" --
and they'd wear those in the winter time.
AT THE POCOSIN C BIN-PATC
H. S.: NQT.rl this big roch pile•••• you see i-There that's at? ,;ell, they had a big
rock pile come clear around the lower yard so we could have a pretty level yard.
But now that house is settin' too close to •••• our house set back this way a
little bit(vJest). Because this one is too close to the spring.
I: There's some rocks up in there.
lie can get out and \'Talk around if you like or 1I1e can sit in the truck if you'd
rather?
t·1.S.: I believe I'd rather get out and walk•••• over to the cabin and look.
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I: O.K••••we are now at t e Pocosin Cabin
M.S.: Yes, I think it set right over there(her cabin) •••• 'cause there's the
spring out there. This is where our house set(she is standing about ;0 feet
to the west of the PATC Pocosin Cabin).
I: Your•••O~K., your house•••used to set maybe 50 feet a•••west of Pocosin
Cabin
M.S.: ••••••• and we had a little garden•••• and then we had another little garden
out this way.
I: Tovards the south.
There are quite a few rock piles up in the woods I can see from here •••••••
small rock piles.
H.S.: :lhat's that?
I: There are quite a fe" small rock••••
M.S.: Yeah, they•• they••• would pile to just a have a get them out from around
the house.
I: To keep from plowin' them up every year?
M.S.: Yeah, that's right. But I wished we'd a had a chimney like this when I
lived up here. Your not a kidden it's a dandy.
I: lJhat did you have mostly'?
M.S.: He had just a cast iron stove•••• that's what ue had.
I: Not too many fireplaces huh?
11'S,: ie didn't have no fireplace••• but, might near everybody in the mountains
had fireplaces 'cause that's all the heat they had. Now you take the Samuels'
dOvm here and the Taylors and all, they had heat from a fireplace •••• but we
just never had one. I don't knOVI vlhy•••Vle just•••• that's all \-Ie had. Now that,
where that thing is at, the green thing is the spring isn't it? We used to
have a big spring house dOvm there and ''ie had that thing fulla milk and good
hard cakes of butter.
I: Does anybody nake that stuff anymore now?
M.S.: Jell, a ••• we •• a•••••••••••- -and SO I'll be churnin' now sometime soon.
I: l,Je have a friend down in the Shenandoah Valley near Luray called TUley•••••
Fd.ul Riley. He's a about your age and I think that he's originally from up
around Rileyville •••up near Bentonville. d he had some real butter there
that 'las really nice •• •vle really enjoyed it •••• and whole milk.
A.S.: N01 me and my husband las out here ••• there as a couple here from Alex-
andria••• and a••• they told us that anytime •• e s id that anytime you want to
we'd be glad to have you•••• but they never did get the chance to come back
•••• see he was sick about ten years before he died. He had a terrible time.
Isn't it nice here.
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I: now this cabin is used••• a •• by so~e people •••• they rent it from the Trail
Club•••• and they can stay here and Ilve very much like li••• probably like you
did many years ago.
M.d.: Oh, they do?
1: Except now they hav@ tfiings like caned vegatables and that sort of stuff
that you probably didn't have. But a they live in very much the same area
and they cook with a fireplace.
::. S.: '. Tell now, do you have to have permission to come in here?
I: Yes, you have to get the key from the people. It's locked up pretty solid.
-i. S.: .Jell, it's a nice little iblace isn't it?
I: Yes it sure is ••••• they really enjoy it
£-1. S.: You see how nice it is in here.
I: Yes it is. You get a nice view of the Piedmont
THE REST OF THE TA E(ins. )IS UN1NTELL1GAI3L.:; DUG TO THE FAILURE OF TH Rj~CORDER
BATTERY T THE T1HE OF llECORDIND.
The following few questions and answers were asked of ~s. Shifflit after the
actual recording session:
I: !'lhile you were livin here did you ever hear of a place called Skyland?
M.S.: No, we never did.
I: 1'lell, a lot of the people to the north of us here vlere employed by that
resort.
M.S.: lell, my husband \lorked for the CCCpeople on the Drive.
I: They tell me that that spring never goes dry over there.
M. S.: No, that spring never vent dry all the time that I \';as there. That thing
gushed up out of the ground a yard across. People used to come here to get their
Hater. 1'le all tried to help out one another. nenever anybody built a house
we all helped. They was built out 'n logs ••••• about everything but poplar••••
never lasted long enough.
I: I knovl some Shiffletts up in Front Royal•••••• are they any relatives of
yours?
M.S.: No, I don't have any people in Front Royal. My cousin had a••••• my
husband had a cousin in Front Royal but••••••••
